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None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
County, Mew Mexico, Saturday, Jan ua7V 8, 1921,
ok

COUNTY SEAT COLUMN
News from Mora for Our ReadFor the past several weeks an
ers. Irvin Ogden, Sr.,
crime-wavreaching'
alarming
Correspondent.
Union Sunday School wa3 very
coast to coast, ha? been
from
The
Inauguration
pleasently entertained by their sweeping the country, am' about
teacher Mr. J. D. Wade last Tues- all one finds on the front j age;of
An event, unique in the hismetropolitan paper the.: days tory of Mora county, occurred in
day evening at his home.
About 20 pupils were present is a recital of bank robberies, the Court House of the ancient
hold-upand city of Mora on New Years Day,
and enjoyed a pleasent evening
No one opears when, for the first time in the
with their teacher,
to be in position to accovat for past twenty-fiv- e
years, a Demoi tThe evening was spent in play- it. It seems to to a sort of con cratic administration was ining gamss and other forms of a tagion that is fast spreading ,. ducted into office to preside for
who have heretofore been the next two years over the desmusement. A dainty lunch was many
on.
tinies of the affairs of the peobeyond the pale
served by the Misses Edith and
Quite a few of the i mailer ple who elected them last NovemEdna Wade assisted by Gertrude
ber.
towns of the country repc rt robThe last act of the old Board
Bruce.
hold-upton, so it
beries and
At w late hour all departed for would not be amiss for citizens' of Commissioners was to pass a
resolution allowing money spent
their homes after.spending a
of Roy to bo on their gunrd. Not on the new highway from Mora
evening at the Wade home that wé have any of that kind of to Las Vegas. Following this,
Mpnt" among our citizens, but
The .Bible Students is one of the
the retiring clerk of the old
this day of fast trains and Board, the Hon. Fabian Chavez,
in
Sunday
School
best classes in the
thousands of speedy autos the
and is having a good attendance. chance of escape afforded a band, took charge, lined up the officers- and administred to them
of robbers is far greater than the formal cath of office. The
ever before. It is an easy mat- new officers inducted into office
ter now for a gang to travel over- were :
NOTICE
'
land by auto, robbing small
County Commissioners : Pedro
There will be an annual meeting towns where the populace has
through
Maes,
Mora, Chairman : Jose
unsuspicious
become
of the Roy Federal Farm Loan long years
of tranquility and Marino Gonzales, Mora, and Har- Association at Foster's office on
ry T. Irwin of Nolan.
January 11th 1921 at 2 P.M. for make their escape quickly and
Treasurer and Collector, Don
the purpose of electing new before their work is discovered R. Casados of Cleveland and A.
officers everybody interested they are either safely hidden in P. Meiklejohn, chief deputy.
Sheriff, Sabino Lopez, of Wat-rousome nearby large city, or have
should ba present.
and John Wootton of
passed on into another section of
Cleveland, undersheriff.
the state.
AV. J. Waggoner and William
Assessor, Tños. McGrath of
It doesn't reflect upon those Roy, and Bias Sanchez of WaA. Davenport were in town the
you to lock your gon Mound, chief deputy.
first of the week.: They report! living atnear
and neither does
night,
doors
County Clerk, Cosme Garcia
that 'their wheat crop is looking
to keep
judgment
bad
show
it
present
Luis Pacheco,
,time,
Chacon,
of
good
at
very
the
spare tires un- chief deputy. and
and by getting a little more mois-'tur- e the auto and your
lock and key. For this unSchool superintendent, Grace
there will be no chance for der
usual,
crime wave is just as apt V. Ogden of Roy.
a failure. We have added Mr.
as any
Davenport's name to our list of to strike this community
Probate Judge, Chas. Fraker
old "stitch in
and
the'
other,
of Wagon Mound.
subscribers.
time" proverb still holds good.
County Surveyor, E. J. H. Roy
of Roy.
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The picture show at the Roy

Saturday

last

Theatre

e
Mr. Fraker was the only
Republican installed into office, although three of the other
officers were independent Republicans.
Following the inauguration
the officers crowded about the
new deputy clerk to have their
credentials recorded, and then
business suspended for the day.
In the evening the "Inaugural
Ball" was held in the old Court
House, given by the new officers
to their friends. The historic
old building was packed almost
to suffocation with the people of
Mora and vicinity, and dancing
was indulged in 'till midnight or
later. It was a good looking and
well dressed crowd, and as well
behaved as any town in the State
oan show, and all entered into
royalty, and these humble sertho spirit of the event heartily. vants of the public enjoyed it and
"court-house
gang" was
The new
the happy social intercourse
made to feel their welcome to which always accompanies the
Mora. Fabian Chavez, the popu- hospitality of the Romero home.
lar and efficient court clerk, had
of the dance also, and
The officers who will reside in
.xrt things going. A feature of Mora
in future are busy getting
event was when all the out
The Ogdens are about
located.
officials
going and incoming
to decide on a very attractive
the floor and ad '10 them-pl- ace
were lined up
for a home for
dressed by rénre'entativérof
Hvn vpnr9
Tom
each.
u
iiieuu jueexu,
,
,
,.
ty superintendent, spoke f or the .
,
"ex s" at length in span
joining the Court House. The
"Minnie" Rudolph acting as in- vacant building just to the rear
were
terpreter.
The "In's"
"Temple of Justice" still
of
represented by, Hon. Jesus Pa- hasthe
no takers, but it might as
Each
checo of Guadalupita.
be rented as it seems to be
but did well
tried to be
empty.
not quite succeed, but Fabian
covered up the stings so all had
How do we like it? Just fine.
to laugh at them.
The people are as pleasant and
Guests from east of Red River agreeable as any friends we ever
were Ignacio Maestas of Mills had. The scenery is simply great
and Wm. G. Johnson of Roy, who and the prospect is good enough
to to lend enthusiasm to our miscame with the officers-elewitness and enjoy the inaugural. sion here. We are hoping for
All the officers were on the the greatest advancement along
job Monday morning, and keen educational lines, especially, ever
to make a record that will estab- known in New Mexico and aplish a Democratic administration preciate the opportunity to share
in Mera county for years to in it.
old-lin-

,

night

jdrew a very large crowd, and
everyone enjoyed it until about
the third reel, when the main
shafting in the projector broke
in two, so it was necessary to
call same off for another week
until some repairs can be gotten.

THE TAX BOOKS

STRUTHERS

WILL BE LATE

A happy romance that had its
beginning several years ngo in
Joliet 111, ended last Tuesday
when Gerald I. Dodd3 of this
place and Emma L. Struthers of
Joliet were quietly married at
Raton by the Rev. J. Clyde Kee-gaof that place.
The groom Mr, Dodds is one of
the owners of the Service Garage and is an expert mechanic
and came to New Mexico several months ago from Springfield
111. He is a young man of excellent habits and has a fine chance
to make good in the west. He is
the son of Mr. I.C.Dodds of this
place and we believe that his
happy bride has made a good selection for her future helpmeet.
Mrs. Dodds is the second eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P.
Struthers of Joliet and is one of
the popular young ladies of that
cily. She is an accomplished
musician and has those qualifications that go to make her a happy and ideal life partner.
Mr. and Mrs. Dodds will make
their future home in Roy and
will be at home to their many
friends as soon as they can find
a house that will make a little
home for two.
The S.A. extends congratulations to the bappy couple.
n

The groom is the second eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. the early volunteers of the late
Smith of northeast of Mosquero, war, and spent several months in
and is an exemplary young farm- France, and returned home with
er of that community and one of one of those fine papers in his
the wheat raisers of southern pocket which said Honorable
Union county. He was one of Discharge".
After the wedding ceremony
couragement, but the new ad- the happy couple visited the
ministration feels that they bride's relatives in Clayton and
should get their bearings before returned to Mosquero the latter
making agreements. He got a part of the week, where the
good line of commercial and of- bride will finish her term of
fice stationery work, however.
school and they will make their
home, for the present with the
The weather conditions at groom's parents ; and when
Mora are similar to those at spring opens and everything is
Roy dry and cold, but pleasant. .at- its .loveliest, xheywJJLluud
The ..snow on the range looks them a little home either in Mos
'
cry close, but, really is not.'
quero or on the ranch, where
they will be at home to their
A pleasing social event was many
friends.
the New Years dinner at the
n
Of course the
home of Hon. and Mrs. Eugenio
extends congratulations to
Romero, to which were invited this happy couple, for in thenfi
Mr. and Mrs. Ogden, Mr. John- we can see the making of a hapson, Don R. Casados, Mr. J. A. py home and the kind of home
Myers of the Mora Bank and we need on this Mesa.
others. It was a feast fit for

:

John U. Tobler of the
Mosquero country was in town
the first of the week, and while
to see if
here called on the
his subscription didn't run out,
but we were rather unlucky in
collecting anything from him,
for he is paid up to 1922. (Hard

DODDS

told you so", was a common
assertion heard on the streets of
Roy and Mosquero when the
news was received from Dalhart
that Miss Stella Aytes and Francis Smith had entered into the
holy bonds of matrimony at that
place on last Wednesday, the
29th.
The "told you so", comes from
the fact that her sister, Clara,
stole away a little over a week
ago and became the happy bride
of. Jay Bradley, and when this
news reached
Mosquero of
course everyone was sure that
Dan Cupid's dart would also
pierce her sister Stella's heart
as it did Clara's, and all had
guessed correctly, for just-asoon as Stella and Francis heard
of Clara and Jay's wedding they
took the tram for Dalhart and
the rest is told ill the above lines.
The bride, Mrs. Smith, is the
third youngest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Aytes of Clayton, and is one of the popular
young ladies of that town. She
has also the reputation of being
one of the best "school ma'ams"
of Union county, and we know
the above assertion is true, for
she has made an enviable record
for the past several years in the
Mosquero schools, a place she
has filled with the very best of
satisfaction to all patrons.
Knowing Mrs. Smith as we do,
we feel sure that her happy husband has made a selection for his
future helpmeet that he will
never regret in the years to
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Roy, New Mexico January

The

first

annual meeting of the stock-

The Mesa
Co.,
be held at Roy, New Mexico, at the

holders of

'will

1st, 1931.

Co-oper- ative

Theatre Tuesday, January Eleven,
0' Clock for
Nineteen Twenty One,
purpose
two
Directors,
of electing
the
and transacting such other business as
may come before the meeting.
Roy

at-Te-

Our

first

annual Stockholders dinner,
especially invite the wives

to which we
of stockholders, will be held at one
o'clock, and we urge that 'all try and be
present at this family table.
t

Beginning

at

two

thirty, in

Roy The.'of short snap-

atre we will have a series
py talks, by men. of state wide reputation, upon subjects of vital "interest to
every farmer and stockgrower on the mesa.

'
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non-partisa-
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Attest:
C. WILLERS

Secretary.

CO.

J.

W.

BECK

President.

get the most for what you
pay
the least for what You buy.
sell and
Where you

or,

not started until the latter part

of December.
Mr. McGrath at first refused
to accept the books from the outgoing assessor, and wanted him
to finish the tax rolls before
turning over the books, but he
showed an opinion from
Attorney Ward where the
new assessor had to finish the
work, and Mr. McGrath has appointed án efficient bunch of men
who are working overtime to get
the rolls into the hands of the
county treasurer, which will .be
the latter part of January or the
fore part of February.
No doubt the County Commissioners will see that Mr. McEx-Distr- ict

Grath is paid for doing this

There is much to be done by
them that should have been clone
The tax roll is
by the
the farthest behind, and will
probably not get into the hands
of the treasurer and collector tor
60 days yet. When it does, the
taxes will be handled as they
come in, no matter how fast it
may be.
We shall have much to say in
this column in the coming weeks
as events of interest to Roy readers and all the people of the
county transpire.

'TTie"

Superintendent's office h

the lightest, cosiest and most attractive office in the building.
The superintendent has been
spared the Rouble of selecting
her deputy, as that had already
been done by the County Board
in employing in that position
her late opponent, Mr. Levi Madrid, who has been the deputy
in the office for several years,
and is quite a generar favorite
with all parties as well as a congenial and efficient office man.

as it is now time for the 1921 assessment to be made, and he will
have to employ extra men to help
him do this work, as he will have
to stay in the office and look after the tax rolls.
We might say to the public
that it will not be necessary to
ask the postmasters about your
tax cards, for it will be impossible for them to be gotten out
by the county treasurer before
the middle of February at the
earliest, and there will net be a
penalty for at least two weeks
after cards are mailed.
E. J. H. Roy, county surveyor,
returned from Mora last Monday, where he has been the past
few days in the interest of his
office.

James Busey, who has been
his brother the past few
visiting
Raymond Pendleton and Geradays, returned to his home in Seld Dodds have purchesed the
Tuesday.

Electric Auto Repair Shop of
Vera Caris and will change the
name to the Service Garage.
They will be located in the G.K.
Block and will have C.R.Bagwell
the electrician with them. Ee
sure and read their big add
which appears elsewhere in the
paper.

dan

Be sure and read the new ad
of the Mora Abstract Co. which
appears in this week's issue of
They are doing good
the
work and offer you prompt and
efficient service.
S--

Melville Floarsheira is sick at
his horne in Springer New Mex

ewei r lour

$4.25 per cwt- -

reel 6y

rotcwt.atoes

$3.00 per

;

Next week we hope to give you
i
a really newsy letter from Mora.,
Win. G. Johnson of the
presented the claims of that pa- and whenever they cease to bs
per to the Board and officers for Interesting to you, tell the editor
patronage and received much en- - to have it stopped.

ex-

tra work, as we cannot see but
that it would be just and right,

ct

.

THE MESA

Spanish-America-

County
Assessor
McGrath
took over the county assessor's
books last Saturday morning and
was much surprised to learn that
very little work had been done
on the tax rolls for 1920. He
found out that only one and part
of one or two other districts had
been extended on the tax rolls,
and that it will be necessary for
him to employ from two to four
men for a month to get out the
tax rolls within the next thirty
days.
Just who is to blame for this
delay is hard to get at, as the
Mr. Madrid, says the
delay was caused through the
State Tax Commission in getting
out the amount of the tax levies,
from which they bring down the
tax extensions. This extension
requires a great deal of work,
and should be started during Oc
tober, but for some reason was

n,

come.

This afternoon meeting will be open
to the public, and we ask thau you invite
your friends to attend.

f)
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THE CRIME WAVE

.SUNDAY SCHOOL PARTY
The Bible Students class of the

Nl'MBER

.

(Watch this space every week)

S-- A

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THP

SPANISH-AMERICA-

sometimes In victory, sometimes in defeat, but never In despair; alwayg
with a load of expense about him, always with the problem of income and
outlay to be solved bad made of Harris a - man very different from the
young Idealist of '82. During the first
years of struggle for a bare existence
In some way the flame of Idealism still
burned, but with the dawn of the "better times" there came a gradiflTf Shifting of standards and a new conception
of essentials. The crops of the early
years were unprofitable on account of

ñfl OPEH LETTER
TO WOMEN
Mrs. Little Tells How She

Suffered and How Finally
Cured
Philadelphia, Pa. "I was not able tc
do my housework and had to lie down
i most ol the time ana
felt bad in my left
side. My monthly
periods were irregular, sometimes five
or seven months
apart and when they
did appear woulcUast
for two weeks and
were very painful. I
was sick for about a
year and a half and
doctored but without
any improvement.
Lydia E.
A neighbor recommended
Pinkham'8 Vegetable Compound to me,
and the second day after I started taking it I began to feel better and I kept
on taking it for seven months. Now I
keep house and perform all my house-hol- a
duties. You can use these facts as
you please and I will recommend Vegetable Compound to everyone who suffers
Mrs. J. S. Little, 8455
as I did'
Livingston St, Philadelphia, Pa.
How much harder the daily tasks of
a woman become when she suffers from
such distressing symptomsand weakness
as did Mrs. Little. No woman should
allow herself to get into such a condition
because such troubles may be speedily
overcome by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, which for more than
forty years has been restoring American

vomen to health.

She Had the Habit.
She was ten years old, and she had
gone almost every evening of her
young life to movies. For the first time
he was taken to see a play on the
legitimate stage. It was a melodrama,
and she was delighted.
Itreatlilcssly she sat nt the end of
her sent and watched and listened and

was thrilled.
At last the curtain descended upon
the first act.
"(Mi, mother," she turned, "it's won:
dcrftri ! Oh, please, mother, may I be
a Unwed to stay for the second show?"
Film Fun.

Hall's Catarrh Medicine

Those who are In a "run down" condition will notice that Catarrh bothers
tliem much more than when they are In
good health. This fact proves that while
Catarrh Is a local disease. It is greatly
by constitutional conditions.
Influenced
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la a
Tonic and Blood Purifier, and acts through
the blood upon the mucous surfaces of
the body, thus reducing the Inflammation
and restoring normal conditions.
All druggtats. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio.

Smatterers.
"The late Jacoh Sehiff," said a
Itnnker, "was a progressive and a so
cial reformer, hut he hated the pinks,
or parlor bolsheviks, and above all
he hated your real
reds.
"Mr. Sehiff believed that the cure
for the reds lay not In deportation,
but In education. As he once snld:
" 'A red Is a chap who hasn't read
bomb-throwin- g

enough.' "

HELP THAT ACHING BACK

!

Is your back giving out? Are yon
tortured with backache and stabbing
pains? Does any exertion leave you
all played out?'f Feel you just can't
keep going?
Likely your kidneys are
to blame. Overwork, colds, hurry and
worry tend to weaken the kidneys.
Ilackache is often the first warning.
Headache and dizziness may come, too,
and annoying kidney irregularities.
Kelp the kidneys with Doon's Kidney
Piíí the remedy recommended by
thousands. Ask your neighborl

A Colorado Case
,
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A. A. Hill, prop.
of transfer busl- -

w

if"
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.

ness, 327 Eighth
St., Alamosa,

Colo., says: i'Kld- -

back became
LZyfK
lame.
I was In
?(

'V1

íflf

s'.rf
V tninnrv

whan

Í

I

tried to lift any- hlnr Tni trhlnff
pains In my back
m a
tormented
SEE?
and I felt run
T
Kidney
down.
heard about Doan's
I'llls and bought some. I was soon
entirely well."

t

Cat Doaa's at Any Store, 60e a Boa

DOAN'S Vi"m

FOSTER MILBURN

CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Freed From

Torture
Eatonic Cleared His
Up-S- et
Stomach
"The people who have seen me suffer tortures from neuralgia brought on
stomach now see me perby an up-sfectly sound and well absolutely due
to Eatonic," writes R. Long.
Troflt by Mr. Long's experience, keep
your stomach In healthy condition,
fresh and cool, and avoid the aliments
thnt come from an acid condition.
Katonlc brings relief by taking up and
carrying out the excess acidity and
pases does It quickly. Take an Eatonic
after eating and see how wonderfully
It helps you. Big box costs only a
trifle with your druggist's guarantee.

PATENTS
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A Bad Cough
If

Meteetad, often leads to serious traaMe.
Safeguard your health, relieve your dim
ad soothe jroor irritated throat by takioa.
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'The Gwlincher;"Itc.
Irwin
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the part of
any strain.
lighter and
white teeth

the son, a loyalty equal to
The hired man, Jim, was
finer of feature, and his
n
gleamed against the
Synopsis. Dissatisfied because of
the seemingly barren outlook of bla
of his face In a quiet smile
position as a school teacher In a
that refused to be displaced In any
Canadian town, John Harris deteremergency, and at times left the bemines to leave It, take up land In
holder In considerable doubt as to the
Manitoba and become a "homesteader." Mary, the girl whom be
real emotions working behind.
loves, declares she will accompany
The men all wore blue overalls, dark
him. They are married and set
blue or gray shirts, and heavy boots.
out for the unknown country. Alec
They were guiltless of coat or vest,
MoCraa, pioneer settler and adviser of newcomers, proves an Inand tossed their light straw hats on
valuable friend. Leaving his wife
the water bench as they passed. There
with the family of a fellow settler,
was a quick splashing of greasy bands
Fred Arthurs, Harria and McCrae
at the wash basin, followed by a more
Journey over the prairie and select
a homestead. Mary Insists on aceffectual rubbing . on a towel made
companying htm when he takes
from a worn-ou- t
grain sack. The
possession,
and they begin their
hired man paused to change the water
life work of making the prairie ferand wash his face, but the others protile farm land.
Returning from
selling his first crop, Harris finds
ceeded at once to the table, where no
his wife despondent almost to Intime was lost In ceremony. Harris
sanity from loneliness, and with
helped
himself generously
to meat
the Immediate expectation of beand vegetables and having done so,
coming a mother. A son Is born to
them, to whom they give the name
passed the platters to bis son, and In
of Allan.
this way they were circulated about
the table. There was no talk for the
first few minutes, only the sound of
CHAPTER IV.
knife and fork plied vigorously and
Interchangeably by father and son, and
In the, Spell of the Mirage.
with some regard for convention by
A quarter of a century Is a short
the other members of the family. John
time as world history goes, but It is a Harris had long ago recognized the
considerable era In the life of the truth that the destiny of food was the
Canadian west. More things momenmouth, and whether conveyed on knife
tous things than can be hinted at In or fork made little difference. Mary,
this narrative occurred In the 25 years too, had found a carelessness of little
following the great Inrush of 1882. The details both of manner and speech
boundless prairie reaches of Manitoba
coming over her, as her occasional
were now comparatively well settled, "ain't" betrayed, but since Jim had
and the tide of Immigration, which, joined their table she had been on her
after a dozen years' stagnation, had guard. Jim seldom said anything, but
set In again In greater flood than ever, always that quiet smile lay like a
was now sweeping over the newer mask over his real emotions.
lands still farther west. The vast
When the first Insistent demands of
sweep of the horizon, once undefiled
appetite had been appeased, Harris,
by any work of mnn, was pierced and resting both elbows on the table, with
BEULAH AND JIM.

broken with elevators, villages, and
farm buildings, and the whiff of coal
moke was blown down the air which
had so lately known only the breath
of the prairies.
Mary Harris hurried about her capacious kitchen, deep In preparation
of the evening meal. The years had
taken toll of the freshness of her
young beauty; the shoulders. In mute
testimony to much hard labor of the
hend, had drooped forward over the
deepening chest; the hair was thin
ner, and farther back above the forehead, and streaked with gray at the
temples; the mouth lacked the rosy
sensuousness of youth,' and sat now
In a mold; half of resolution, half submission. Yet her foot had lost little
of Its sprlghtllness, and the sympathy
In her fine eyes seemed to have deepened with the years.
A moist but appetizing steam rose
from the vegetable pots on the range,
and wen she threw back the Iron
door to feed more coal the hot glow
from within danced In reflection along
the bright row of utensils hanging
from the wall, and even sought out
the brass plate on the cream separator at the far end of the big room.
Through the screen door came the moa
notonously redundant cllc
clank of the windmill, and a
keen ear might have caught the light
plash of water as It fell In the wood- "Don't Be Cross, Dad," She Whispered.
en horse troughs from the Iron nozzle
knife and fork trained on opposite
of the pump. -- corners of the celling, straightened
Mary stuck a fork In a potato to ashimself somewhat and remarked::
gone,
was
all
"bone"
certain If the
"Allan an' me's goln' to town tomeanwhile shielding her face from the
anything you want from Semp-ter'- s
night;
steam with the pot lid, held aloft In
store, Mary?"
satisfied
Having
hand.
aproned
an
"That lets me In for the cows," said
herself that the meal was making satBeulalh "You were In town night beisfactory progress, she stepped to the
too, and It was 9:30 before
door and sent a quick look across the fore last,
milking."
got
through
I
black
of
a
streak
fields, to where
"Oh, well, Jim was away that
smoke was scrnwled along the sky.
night," said Allan.
"Beulah," she called, turning to"Jim has enough to do, without milkhouse.
part
of
the
ward the Interior
"Come. Beulah, set the table. They're ing cows after hours," returned the
girl. '.'What do you want to go to
coming from the field."
town for again tonight, anyway?"
plaintwenty,
girl
of
In a moment a
"Got to get more coal," said Harris,
ly attired In a neat calico dress, entered the kitchen. She was fresh and "We'll take two teams, an' it'll be late
beautiful as her mother had been that when we get back."
"I think It's all nonsense, this
first summer In the sod house on the
work." persisted Beulah. "Is
bench, and something In her appearlet-uon
ance suggested that with her mother's there never going to be any
InIt?"
had
sensibility
she
benuty and fine
"Beulah, you forget yourself," said
herited the Indomitable spirit which
had made John Harris one of the most her father. "If you'd more to do you'd
prosperous farmers in the district. She have less time to fret about it Your
moved In an easy, uncenscious grace mother did more work In one summer
a reliance that must than you have in all your life, an' she's
pf
be Just a little Irritating to men of doln' more yet"
L"Oh, Beulah's a good help," Internotions concerning woman's dependence on the sterner sex-d- rew posed Mary. "I hope she never has to
the long wooden table, with Its work like I did."
"I guess the work never hurt us,"
covering of white oil cloth. Into the
center of the kitchen, and began plac- said Harris, helping himself to preserved strawberrieS "Just the same,
ing the ensues In position.
The scrapiag of heavy boots on the I'm glad to see you gettln' It a bit
plow share nailed to the block at the easier. But this younger generation
door, and John Harris, followed by it beats me what we're comln to.
Allan and the hired man, Jim, walked Thlnkin' about nothln' but fun and
into the kitchen. The farmer's frame gaddln' to town every night or two,
was heavier than in his younger days, And clo'es Beulah there's got more
and his hnlr, too, was streaked with clo'es than there were In the whole
gray, but every muscle In his great riatnvllle settlement the first two or
,
body seemed to bulge with strength. three years."
! got more neighbors, too," InterHis face was brown with the prairie
run and wind of 25 summers, and jected the girl. Then springing up,
lines of worry and care had cut their she stood behind her father's chair
tracings about the mouth and eyes. and put her arm around his neck.
"Don't be cross. Dad." she whisBeside him stood Allan, his only son,
stralghter and llther of figure, but al- pered. "Your heart's m the right
place but a long way In."
most equally powerful. The younger
He disengaged her, gently enough.
man was, tndd, a replica of the oldAs Beulah said, bla heart was all right,
er, and although they had their disyears
agreements, constant association had but long way In. Twenty-fiv- e
levelopM a On comradeship, and, on of Ditched battle with circumstance
ht

p

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

is the Genuine
and Only

"

Laxativo
(Western Newipopcr Union

News

Serritt.)

The Lyman dam in Apache county,
later, Arizona, will be completed by April
doors, 1st, according to State Treasurer II.
owing S. Ross. Day and night shifts are
yields working and 75 per cent of the rock
due to poor cultivation. Then came a Is In place, the state treasurer said.
lerade during which those who stayed
Thirty-fiv- e
thousand automobiles In
In the country stayed because they
Arizona In 1921. This Is the estimate
could not get out, and it became a cur- of R. E. McGlllen,
assistant secretary
rent saying that the more land a man of state, who has ordered that number
farmed the deeper he got In debt
of license plates from the East and
Then came the swing of the penduwhich Is only 300 more than the numlum. No one knows just what started
ber now In use in Arizona.
It prosperltywards. Some said It waa
A
and son were wounded, the
that the farmer, disheartened with latterfather
perhaps mortally, in a shooting
wheat growing, were applying themselves to stock, and certain It Is that affray in the heart of Phoenix business
district. Those who were shot are
In "mixed farming" the community
eventually found Its salvation; others James Nlelson of Buckeye, Ariz.,and
attributed the change to Improved ag- his father, Albert Gray of Miami,
ricultural Implements, to Improved Ariz., was arrested as their assailant.
More than 2,000 chickens, valued at
methods of farming, to greater knowledge of prairie conditions, to reflec- approximately $4,000, were killed by
tions In the cost of transportation and coyotes In Pima county, Arizona, durenlarged facilities for marketing, or to ing the last year, according to an esIncreasing world demand and higher timate made by the county bureau.
world prices for the product of the Two farmers reported that their lossfarm.. But whatever the causes and es had been about 100 each. Those
no doubt all of the above contributed were the largest losses so far as Is
the fact gradually dawned upon the known.
settlers that land their land wa
Miami, Ariz., is installing a new orworth money.
namental street lighting system. The
It was the farmers from the United villa style of posts are to be used and
States, scouting for cheaper lands than a cluster will be used at the intersecwere available lnthelr own communi- tion nnd the blocks will have eight
ties, who first drove the conviction lights each. Lights for the Franklyn
home. They came with money in their Street bridge have not arrived, but
wallets; they were actually prepared are expected any time and work on
to exchange real money for land. them will begin on arrival.
Such a thing had never before been
Although the town of Roy, N. M.,
heard of In Plalnvllle district
was only started la the late autumn
But a few transactions took place; of 1902, It is now the metropolis of
lands were sold at five dollars, six dol- the great Tequesuite mesa, one of the
lars, eight dollars an acre. The farm- best farming sections In New Mexico.
ers began to realize that land repre- The actual growth of the town started
sented wealth that It was an asset, In 1906 with the advent of the home
not a liability and there was a rush steaders and the population has shown
for the cheap railway lands that had a steady increase ever since.
so long gone
Harris was
One of eleven Christmas pardons
among the first to sense the change In
issuer by Governor Lnrrazolo of New
the times, and a beautiful section of Mexico was to Mitchell Jefferson, a
railway land that lay next to his negro, formerly .employed at the home
homestead he bought at four dollars of
Senator A. B. Fall at Three Rivers,
nn acre. The first crop more than N. M.
Jefferson was convicted in
paid for the land, and Harris sudden- April, 1910, for killing his wife In the
ly found himself on the way to riches. presence
of Mrs. Fall. He was servThe joy that fame with the realiza- ing a sentence of ninety to one huntion that fortune had knocked at his dred years.
door and he had heard was the conReports from W. D. Newcomb, sectrolling emotion of bis heart for a
Asyear or more. But gradually, like a retary of the Old Trails Highway constate
sociation,
actual
that
the
fog blown across a moonlit night came
link
on the
n sense of chill and disappointment. struction
In New Mexico has been started, and
bought
two
sections
If
only
he had
If
a big camp has been formed on
at least he had proved up on his pre- that
side of the mountains.
emption, which he might have had for the Socorro
nothing I He saw neighbors about him Much of the grading has been done
;is expected that Lincoln county
adding quarter to quarter. None of and it
will soon begin; work on its end of
them, had done better than himself,
but some had done as well. And In the Hue.
Applications to graze cattle In the
some way the old sense of oneness,
the old community Interest which had national forests must be filed before
held the little band of pioneers to- January 30th, It was announced at the
gether amid their privations and their forest service office at Tucson. All
poverty, began to weaken and dis- annual permits expire at the end of
the grazing year, March 31st, and all
solve, and in its place came an Indiand a materialism that applications or renewals and permits
vidualism
measured progress only In dollars and must be In the office before the last
cents. Harris did not know that his day In January. These permits are
gods had fallen, that his ideals had for the grazing year of 1921 and do
been swept away; even as he sat at not affect the five years permits,
supper this summer evening, with his which have several years to run.
daughter's arm about his neck, he felt
The mounted police expenses from
that he was still bravely, persistently, January 1st to November 30th, the end
9,
pressing on toward the goal, all un- of tlie fiscal year, amounted to
according to Capt. A. A. Sena's
aware that years ago he had left that
goal like a lighthouse on a rocky report, filed at the governor's office
shore, and was now sweeping along nt Santa Fe. The sum included
with the turbulent tide of Mammon-Ism- .
for salaries. The expenses for
He still saw the light ahead, but 1919 also are given. For the first five
It was now a phantom of the imagina- months they amounted to $3,891.91,
tion. He said, "When I am worth ten and for the last seven months of the
thousand I will have reached it;". year to $23,033.57. The salaries for
when he was worth ten thousand he tlia irtst seven months amounted to
found the faithless light had moved $21,G70.
thousand. He said,
on to twenty-fiv- e
According to trainmen, the mail car
thou- on
"When I am worth twenty-fiv- e
Santa Fé castbound train No. 2 was
when
he
sand I will have 'reached It;"
robbed between Needles, Calif., and
thousand he Ash Fork, Ariz. The theft was discovwas worth twenty-flv- e
saw the glow still ahead, beckoning ered when postal workers entered the
To stop car
him on to fifty thousand.
at Ash Fork. No one was In
now might mean losing sight of his charge between that point and Needles
goal, and John Harris held nothing In and those who discovered
the rohhery
heaven or earth so g.eat as Its attain-men- t were unable to estimate the loss.
The state banks of New Mexico
So, gently enough, he disengaged his
gained $3,793,436 In resources it the
daughter's arm and finished his suplast year, Bank Examiner James B.
per In silence. As soon as It was Rend
stated nfter comparison of the
ended the men started for the barn,
statements of their condition for Nowagons
two
rat
minutes
few
a
in
and
vember 17, 1919, and November 15,
tied noisily down the trail.
1920, the latest statement available.
Beulah helped with the supper dish On the first named
date the state
es, and then came out with the milk banks' resources totaled $23,501,959,
cows,
pails to the corral where the
and at the time of the last call,
Dufflng
and chewing, complacently
not
had
she
But
arrivul.
awaited her
That the beautiful mission of San
reached the gate when the hired man Xavier, near Tucson, is the twin of the
was at her side and had slipped one mission at Caborca, Sonora, Is
the asof the pails from her arm.
made as the result of strict
sertion,
fair
that's
think
"Now, Jim, I don't
architectural measurements made on a
at all," she said; and there was a recent trip through the entire chain of
tremor in her voice that vexed her. Jesuit and Franciscan missions in Ari-- .
"Here you're slaving all day with coal zona and on the west coast by W.
and water, and I think that's enough, l'rent Duell, antiquarian, Mr. Plnkley,
without milking cows at night"
government archaeologist, and Archi
But Jim only smiled and stirred a
tect Jansted of Tucson.
cow Into position.
The State Supreme Court set Janu
There was a tuneful song of the tiq
palls as the white streams rattled on ary 15th as the date for the hanging
of . O. Starr, convicted of murder
their bottoms.
for the killing of Sheriff Dwight Ste
phens of Luna county, New Mexico,
following the failure of Starr's appeal
"Hera I've slaved and saved
to the United States Supreme Court,
until I'm an old woman."
Executive clemency is Starr's only remaining hope. Starr, member of a
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
prominent Texas family whose true
name has never been made public, reTurned Out to Be Serious.
"What became of that girl Masher-to-n ceived the news with equanimity, and
shows no concern over his approach
was flirting with last summer?"
"You mean the girl that Masherton Ing fate. The execution will take
thought he was flirting with? Sha place at Las Cruces.
married khn." London Oplaiaa.
the great distance to market;
when the railway came to their
the crops were still unprofitable,
to falling prices and diminishing

lUuítrcrhorií
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tableta
The first and original Cold and
Grip tablet the merit of which
is recognized by all civilized
nations.
B

careful to avoid

lallstíso.

'

Be sure its Bromo

The genuine bears this signatura

"
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Wedded In Airplane.

The first wedding ceremony to be
perfprmed In an airplane in India occurred recently. The ceremony was
uuique from the fact that eight guests
In addition to the clergyman and best
man were present In the machine. The
airplane climbed to a height of over
one mile above Calcutta. The engines
were shut off nnd the airplane gilded
to the earth in comparative quietness.
The ceremony was completed long before the machine had reached the
ground.

SWMHOT

NEED

WOMEN

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Womens' complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swimp-Rooa physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
uch conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle
any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
t,

Why Not?

"Hubby, here's a dog store."
"Well?"
;
"I want n Peke."
"I don't mind. Indulging you to that
extent. Take a good look." Louis.

ville

Courier-Journa-

l.

A great crime Is
greater. Masslnger.

In a

great man

baseline;

Aseline
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PETROLEUM JELLY

For burns, cuts,

sprains and all
skin irritations

Relieves dryness

of scalp
EEFUSE SUBSTITUTES

HFG.
CIirSIXCIJCTI
CONUO.TIOI

fiat

Street

New

CO.

York

DONT
DESPAIR
If yon or troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

C0LDMEBAL

,

I
I

Tbe world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and orle acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three alias, all druggists.
Guaranteed.
Uek foe the awe CoU Me4al aa enrr has

Comfort Your Skin

WithCuticuraSoap
and Fragrant Talcum
tea-- 3t,

Oataeat

W. N. U

2S

asi

SOc,
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DENVER, NO.
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"The Farmer's Worst Enemy
Rts. The Farmer's Best
Friend
Certificate of Comparison
These are the words of James
UNITED STATES OP AMERICA)
Baxter, N. J.: "Ever since I
P
I hav always
)ss. tried
State of New Mexico
)
Never fails.
house.
in
the
kept
it
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that
P
of
worth
about
Used
$3.00
the annexed is a full, true and complete transcript of the
a year and figure it saves
Certificate of Incorporation of
me about $300 in chicks, eggs
THE PYRO RESEARCH LABORA- and feed,
P
is conTORIES
venient, just break up cake, no
(No Stockholders' Liability.)
mixing with other food." Three
(No. 10863)
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF NEW MEXICO

Rat-Snap-

."

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

with the endorsements thereon, as sizes, .35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
same appears on file and of record in guaranteed by Fairview Pharthe office of the State Corporation
macy and Roy Trading Co.
Commission.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, ths
State Corporation Commission of the
State of New Mexico has caused this
OARUS PLUMLEE, (SEAL.)
certificate to be signed by its Chair(SEAL.)
W. O. MOORE,
man and the seal of said Commission,
(SEAL.)
L. A. AVERY,
to be affixed at the City of Santa Fe
(SEAL.)
F. M. AVERY,
on thi3 15th day of December, A. D.
(SEAL.)
M. E. PLUMLEE,
1920.
(SEAL.)
D. C. DANIEL,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(SEAL.)
J. B. LUSK.
(SEAL)
Chairman.
)
MEXICO,
Attest: A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
STATE OF NEW
)ss.
Certificate of Incorporation of
)
THE PYRO RESEARCH LABORA- County of Mora.
TORIES
Noundersigned
ME,
the
BEFORE
(No Stockholders' Liability.)
tary PubMc, in and for the County of
Article I
THE UNDERSIGNED do hereby Mora and State of New Mexico, on
certify that they have on this 9th day this dav Dfersonallv appeared Dr. Car
of December, A. D. 1920, organized us Plumlee, W. O. Moore, Dr. L. A.
themselves into a bodv coroorate un Avery, Mrs. F. M. Avery, Mrs. M. E.
der the laws of the State of New Plumlee, Dr. D. C. Daniels, and J. B.
Lusk, personally known to me to be
Mexico.
the same persons whose names are
Article II.
The name of this corporation shall subscribed to and who executed the
be the following",
THE PYRO foregoing instrument, and they each
RESEARCH LABORATORIES. ( No acknowledged that they executed the
same for the purposes and considera'
fctockholders' Liability.)
tions therein set forth.
Article III.
WHEREOF, I
IN TESTIMONY
The location of the principal office of said corporation shall be in have hereunto set my hand and afthe Town of Roy, in the County of fixed mv Notarial Seal in the Town
Mora, in the State of New Mexico, of Roy, County of Mora, State of
and the person on whom legal pro- New Mexico, this ath day oi juecenv
cess for said corporation may fee ber, A. D. 1920.
'
served is hereby designated to fee.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
e
Mr. J. B. Lusk, whose
ad
dress is, Koy, Mora County, New (SEAL.)
Notary Public,
'

t:

post-offic-

Mexico.

IN THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE

COURT
Precinct No. 22, Mora County, N. M.,
Before F. H. Fottar, J. P, Thereof, j

statu;

vp ishw MiAiuu,

)

jss.

)
County of Mora
Floersheim Mercantile Co.,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Attachment.
Virgil Haltom,
Defendant.
Notice of Pendency of Action
YOU, Virgil Haltom, of 132 E. 60th
St., Los Angeles, Cal., are hereby
notified that you have been sued by
the above named Plaintiff, in the
above named Court, that your credits amounting to Fifty Dollars, have
been attached, that unless you appear on or before the 22nd day of
January, A. D. 1921, before the above
named Court, judgment, by default
will be rendered against you.
Done under my hand and seal this
13th day of December, 1920.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
Constable.
Precinct 22, Mora County, N. Mex.
IN THE JUSTICE OF. THE PEACE

COURT
Precinct No. 22, Mora County, N. M.,
Before F. H. Fotter, J. P. Thereof.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
)ss.
)
County of Mora.
J. A. Stevenson and F. A. Lowell,
Plaintiffs,

vs.
Attachment
F. O. White, Defendant.

Notice of Pendency of Action
YOU, F. O. White, of Cisco, Texas,
are hereby notified that you have
been sued by the above named Plaintiffs, in the above named Court, that
your credits, amounting to One HunDollars, have been
dred Forty-fiv- e
attached, that unless you appear before the above named Court on oi
before the 22nd day of January, A. D
1921, judgment by default will bt
rendered against you.
Done under my hand and seal this
13th day of December, 1920.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
Constable.
Precinct 22, Mora County, N. Mex.

cinefican
(Copy for This Depart ment
the American Legion New

ROAST

FOR THE

bj

Supplied

Chaplain of Columbia University Pott
Brands Graspers as "Greedy
Human Vultures."
"Greedy
human
vultures" and
"crawling glinuls" were tfi"ns applied
to war profiteers by Rev. Dr. Herbert
Shipiütin, chaplain of Columbia university post, No. 4Q0, of the American
Legion, la his Armistice day sermon
at the Church of the Heavenly Rest
on Fifth avenue In New York.
Doctor Shlpman, who Is rector of
the Fifth avenue church and an overseas veteran, said' that he was bitter
against "those who out of the sacrifice and blood of others have coined
dirty money while poslnj as patriots."
The pastor read from a poem he
bad written, the title of which Is "The
Profiteer."
Tou have decktd your frowsy wives with
borrowed splendors,
Tou have hung your daughters' necks
with stolen pearls;
Have you thought about the other wives,
the lenders.
Or the harlots 'made to decorate your
glrli?
'

Tou have faihloned from the peed ot
aick and dying,
From the eoule ot children pleading for
the right.
Ready caih today to do your Chrlitmae
buying,

Ready caih to pay your prostitute
night.

to-
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THE NEW ELEVATOR OF
THE MESA

CO.

CO-OPERATI-

Whichhas just been completed

It follows:

to-wi-

.

'

j

'

iv.

f

PROFITEERS

Tou have coined your filthy gold from
Mora County, New Mexico.
Article IV.
blood and sorrow
The objects for which this corpora My commission expires Oct. 28th, IN THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
There are eoldler graves across the
tion is lormed are the following, to
1922
COURT
field of France,
wit:
ENDORSED
Precinct No. 22, Mora County. N. M. Whence the dead through you upon to(a) To equip Laboratories and
No. 10863.
.
morrow
Before F. H. Fotter, J. P. Thereof.
manufacture and put on the market
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7, page 60.
Will rise to damn your profits with a
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, t
Povf if inof o nf Tnonrnrtration of
a treatment for Pyorrhea; also to do
glance.
)ss.
research work and improve and per- THE PYRO RESEARCH LABORA
)
County of Mora.
All
the
deathless deeds worth doing and
fect treatments for other chronic in
TORIES
R. A. Pendleton and John H.
worth telling,
fections, for the use of medical and
(No Stockholders' Liability.)
Plaintiffs.
Hornbaker,
AH the things that noble men hold high
dental professions; and also to own
Filed in Office of
Attachment
vs.
and true,
COMMIS
real estate.
STATE CORPORATION
All
but seemed to you fer buying and for
F. O. White, Defendant
Article V.
SION OF NEW MEXICO
selling,
Notice of Pendency of Action
The total amount of the authorized
TW IS 1920 11:30 A ML
All to serve a greasy human vulture
YOU. F. 0. White, of Cisco, Texas
youl
capital stock of this corporation shall
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk. are hereby notified that you have
be FIFTY THOUSAND 550,000.00) Compared: ICK to JJU.
sued by the above named plaint Ood! That better men should itll and
been
DOLLARS, divided into five thousand
STaTF. OF NEW MEXICO
sweat and labor.
iffs, in the above named Court, that
COMMIS
(5,000) shares of the par value of STATE CORPORATION
Bear the cress and climb up Calvaries
your credits amounting to One Hun
Ten ($10.00) Dollars each; all of
MEXICO
SION OF NEW
of pain;
dred Dollars, have been attached, that
which said stock shall be non assesstlie) crawling ghouls that spare not
unless you appear before the abovf Whilefriend
Certifícete of Comparison
able. There shall be in this company
or neighbor
22nd
on
named
before
or
the
Court
Damn the world to make a crucible for
no preferred stock, but all of its United States of America, )
A. D. 1921, judg
January,
day
of
gain.
)ss.
stock shall be common, and as above
S
ment by default will be rendered
fifafo A Mow Movipfl
stated,
'
you.
it In blackest hell, O Lord, there be a
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, That against
Article VI.
blacker;
this
my
seal
Done
hand
and
under
oom
The names of the incorporators, the annexed is a full, true and
If beneath the deepest pit a deeper pit;
1920.
December,
day
of
13th
'
nipt
transcrint of the
Not for harlot, thief or coward slacker
their (postfoffice address, and the
FRANK L. SCHULTZ
But tor these that blackest, deepest hell
amount of stock subscribed hy each Certificate of Stockholders Non-Li- a
Constable,
Is fit
bilitv of
are as follows, t:
M
County,
No.
N.
22,
Mora
Precinct
Dr. Carus Plumlee, Roy, Slew Hex THE PYRO RESEARCH LABORA
Vrofteer
of every sort and kind and
ice, 100 shares. TORIES
.. " .
fashion,
W. O. Moore, Roy, New Mexico, 5
(No Stockholders' Liab2it7.&
you
Where
tread full many other feet
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
FOR
iMo 10864.)
have trod;
shares.
Department of the Interior
Dr. L. A. Avery, Roy, New Mexico, with the endorsements thereon, as U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Tou are ranged against the power of
Christ's own passion;
50 shares.
same appears on file and oí raoor.a an
Dec 9, 1920.
Here! Behind you walk the searching
Mrs. F. M. Avery, Roy, New TA ex the office or isc &;aievorpora.ion
is hereby given that
NOTICE
feet of Uod.
ico, 10 shares.
Commission.
Charles T. Case, of Mills, Mora Co.,
Mrs. M. E. Plumlee, Roy, New
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, th New Mexico, who, on March 9, 1916,
f h
Vmnvntinn r.nmTtiiftfiiifin
Cfaa
Mexico, 50 snares.
KJ
lCI b
wwijvimivii
September 15, 1920, made FUNERAL OF OVERSEAS HERO
Dr. D. C. Daniels, Roy, Nw "Mex- State of New Mexico has caused this addl.
Entries Nos. 026057 and
Homestead
Chair-nan
ico, 5 shares.
certificate to be signed by its
SV4 SE;NWV4 SE
Massachusetts
Post Conducta Last
an H the hp1 of said Commission 030868. for
J. B. Lusk, Roy, New Mexico, 5
SW
SE
SWK; SW
Member of the Twenty-Sixt- h
for
ftrtes
to be affixed at the City f Santa
isnarei.
w
NE
SW4
Division.
Total number of shares, 22?.
Fe on this 15th day of December, A. NW:
Sec.
E
Sec. 22, E
All of which, as before stated, has D. 1920.
SE
Section
SEVi
E
27,
NEtt;
( rv. A I
HUGH H. WILLIAMS.
-been fully paid and is
'wjvf'T j
21, Township 22 N., Range 24 E., N
4
Chairman. M.
Article VII
Attest:
of
filed
has
notice
P. Meridian,
The life of this corporation shall bt
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Proof,
iwtention to make Three Year
'
CERTIFICATE
for the period of fifty (50) years.
to establish claim to the land above
of Stockholder of described,
Article VIII.
of
before F. H. Foster. U. S,
This corporation shall, in the manThe Pjrro Research Laborataerseei
Commissioner,
at Koy, New Mexico
Liability.)
(Mn Stockholders'
ner provided by law, from time to
on January 19, 1921.
time adopt such rules and regulations
The incorporators of THE PYRO
Claimant names as witnesses:
as it may see fit, looking to the prop- RESEARCH LABORATORIES (No
Martin. George Reherd, E
er conduct, management and regula itnrirhniripra' Liability) do hereby D. Hemn
Bartmass, Fred Burton, all of
tion of its corporate affairs, said certify that no stockholders' liability Mills,
New Mexico.
rales and regulations not to be incon- shall attach on account oi any siock
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
sistent with the laws of this State, iaonsH hv tho. said corDoratiott under
Register.
conformity
in
and
with
consistent
but
the terms of its Certificate oi incor
"ryvf
inn
thereto.
.sJt2fls1
me
Article IX.
IN TJüoxtfllUIN I nntM-or- ,
WOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
corporation
The officers of this
said incorporators have hereunto set
Department of the Interior
presishall be as provided by law, a
their hands and seals at the Town of U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
the County of Mora. State
dent, a secretary and a treasurer,
Dec. 17, 1920.
who shall ib elected at the regular of New Mexico, this 9th day of De- is hereby given that Wil
NOTICE
annual stockholders' meeting, which censlHer, A. v.
son H. Heflin. of Koy. Mora Co.
meeting is hereby provided to be held
CARUS
(SEAL) New Mexico, who. on February 15th
OT. O
MOORE.
the Town of Roy, in the county of
at
made Homestead Application,
'
(SEAL) 1918. 025766,
Mora, in the State of New Mexico, on
L. A. AVERY,
SEtt, SE
for S
(SEAL) No.
V. M. AVERY,
the first Monday of March of each
18íNV6 NEÍ4, NE
(SEAL) SW4 Section NE
M- - E. PLUMLEE,
year, and they shall hold their offices
and Lot 1. SecSEK
(SEAL) NW,
TV
C DANIEL.
until their successors are duly chostion 19, Township IS N., Range 27
(SEAL)
.1
LTTSIC.
the
and
first
qualified;
R
for
en and
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
three months the officers of this cor- STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
tice of intention to make Final Three
;ss.
poration shall be as follows:
Proof, to establish claim to the
Year
MexRoy,
New
Dr. Carus Plumlee,
)
County of llora.
above
described, Before f. H.
land
ico, President, Mrs. M. E. Plumlee,
RTCFORE ME. the undersigned No Foster. U. 5. Commissioner, at his of
v' 'i
""-", 'i
tin- Roy, New Mexico, Secretary and tary Poblie, tn and for the County of
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 18,
Treasurer,
ew Mexico, on 1921..
The Fan River (Mass.) post, No. 126,
Mora and Stat or
Article X.
of the American Legion recently conClaimant names as witnesses:
day personally appeared vr. iar-- n
The business affairs of this cor thisPlnmlo. W O. Moore. Dr. L. A.
Georre Perrr. C. W. Newman. A.
a funeral for Private Ware of
poration shall be managed by a Board Avery, Mrs. F. M. Avery, Mrs. M. E. L. Newman, G. E. Weisdorfer, all of ducted
division, who died
the Twenty-SlKtof three (3) directors, all of whom Plumlee, ut, u. J. Daniels, ana . Solano, New Mexico.
overseas. The photograph shows the
shall be stockholders in this
me to
to
known
personally
VALiVEKDE,
B.
Lusk,
PAZ
casket being carried by
tion, and the directors who shall man- be
Register.
same persons ' whose names
age the business affairs of this cor are the
the guard ef honor from the portals of
who executed
to
subscribed
and
poration nntii the urst regular an- -' the foregoing instrument, and they
th Fall River armory.
nual meeting of the stockholders, as each srknowledped that they execut
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
toe
and
hereinabove provided, shall
Denartment of the Interior
ed
same freely and voluntarily for
are hereby designated to be the fol thethe
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., $350,000 FOR NEW HOSPITAL
purposes
uses,
and
considerations
lowing named stockholders and incorNOV. 8, 1320.
therein set forth.
porators,
NOTICE is hereby given that American Legion of Texas Actively
1
WHEREOF,
TESTIMONY
IN
Dr. Carus Plumlee, Roy, New MexBehind Plan for Care ef Men
have hereunto set my hand and af- George Ulibarri of Bueyeros, New
ico; Dr. L. A. Avery, Roy, New Mex- fixed my Notarial Seal, this 9th day Mexico, who. on Sect. 17, 1918, made
Who Have Tuberculosis.
ico: J. B. Lusk, Roy, New Mexico.
Homestead application No. 024058,
December, A. D. 1920.
who shall act as such for the first of
for the WV4 NEM, SE
NW; The American Legion of Texas Is
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
three months and thereafter, the said (SEAL)
W
SWtt, now actively behind the campaign to
NWK, Sec. 33; SW
Notary Public.
one
directors shall be elected for
New Mexico. SWU SEVl, Section 28; SEVi SEU, raise $350,000 for a hospital for tuber
County,
Mora
for
office
year and shall hold their
My commission expires Oct. 28th, Sec. 29, Township 22 N., Range 30 culous
men. At a recent
that period of time and until their 1922.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no.
...
meeting of the Benevolent Wnr Risk
successors are elected and quaiiueti.
to
Three
of
make
intention
Final
tice
ENDORSED
Article XI.
Year Proof, to establish claim to the society of Texss the directorate wrs
No. 10864
The affairá of this eorpomion
above described before W H. Increased from 15 to 45, the 8C new
land
60
:e
Page
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7.
ac- ; shall be managed, da a" things
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner ,i at his directors being the membership of the
Stockof
; cordanc
with the provisions o?' the Certificate of
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Jan. state. Legion executive committee and
holders of
ind
laws of the State of New Mex'.t
7, 1921
J
five members of the central hospital
under the rales, regulations and by- - THE PYRO RESEARCH "LABORAClaimant names as witnesses:
"
committee
at Austin.
,
,
be
TORIES
,
to
time,
may,
from
time
laws that
Canuto Gonzales. Juan Madril. An
(No Stoekholders' Liability.) "
This marks the turning over of ac
adopted by, this corporation in contonio Castillo, all of Bueyeros, UnFiled in Office of
tive control of the campaign to the
formity with the aforesaid laws of
ion County, New Max.": Igcacia
STATE CORPORATION. COMMIS; the State of New Mexico.
'
of Pasamente, Union County, Legion. Some 1200,000 stU) remains
SION OF NEW MEXICO
IN WITNESS ' WHEREOF, We,
New Mexico.
to be raised, but the first unit of 100
. - -Dec. 16, 1920
the undersigned incorporators, have
VALVERDE.
beds of .(he propod hospital Is
''PAZ
MORRISON,
A.
L.
Clerk.
"
hereunto set our hands and seals this
Register.
ready for occuponey.
Compared ICK to J JO.
itb dy of December,; A, D. 1920.
-

x

Htirvlce. )

-

,

-

i

The elevator is one of the latest models and
is modern thruout, it has a capicihj of 12000 bit.

and is fireproof thruout.

;

The officers of this COMPANY will be glad
to show you thru at antj time, and show you the
workings of its modern machinery.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Nov. 29, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Gregorio Monitoya, of Mosquero, New
Mexico, who, on Oct. 21, 1915, made
Homestead Entry, No. 020260, for
EH SWK, Lot 3, Section 31, Twp.
18 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. Merid.,
and Lot 3 of Section 6, Township 17
N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Mosquero, N. M.,
on Jan. 18, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eduardo Gallegos, Augustine Blea,
Eusivio Aranda, Polito Montoya, all
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given that
Martinez, of Solano, Mora Co.,
New Mexico, who, on February 12,
1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
021653 for EH NEH, Sec. 31, and
SEH, EH SWH Section 30, Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
Claimant names as v;.r"s5es:
Andres C. Trn'ü.u, S;.muel Martinez, Nieves M vri!. O. E. Sanchez,
all of Soluro, l'e-.- Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Fila-delf-

io

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.f
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.
December 10, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Fila- REPUBLICATION ordered by
Ldelfio Martinez, heir and for the heirs
"C" of
Marnta m. Martinez, deceased, of
NOTICE is hereby given that Min- oi
Solano, Mora Co., New Mexico, who,
or RrflHlpv. ftf Pnv Mow MovinA wVtn on
July 19, 1915, made Homestead
on Dec. 15, 1915 made Homestead1
Entry, No. 02Ü490, for WH NEH,
Entry No, 021382, for SH-SESec. NW
SEH. NH NWH Sec. 31,
11, SH SW, NEU SW. NW
SEVt, WH NEÍ4, Section 12, Town WH SWH, SWV NWH Section 30,
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
ship 19 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. P.
has filed notice of intenMeridian, has filed notice of inten- tionMeridian,
to make Final Three Year Proof,
tion to make three year Proof, to to establish
claim
land above
establish claim to the land above de- described, before F.to H.theFoster,
U. S.
scribed, before Register and Receiv- Commissioner, at his office
at Roy,
er, U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
New Mexico, on February 7, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres G. Trujillo, Samuel MarJames H. Sandsbury, John Rych tinez,
Nieves Madrid, O. E. Sanchez,
lewshi, Harry Redd, Len. Sandsbury,
all of Solano, New Mexico.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Register.
0.

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M , U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.
Dec. 9, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Nieb- NOTICE is hereby given that
Belarde, as Guardian of Leon-ire- s ex Esnuihpl. nf Rnv. Mnrn f!n Mow
Belarde, Amadeo Belarde and Mexico, who, on July 22, 1915, made
Mn
Petro Belarde, minor children of Filo- Addl. Homestead AnnliVntinn
mena Belarde, of Albert, Union 020521, for NWH NEH, NEH
County, New Mexico, who on August ww 14 ana
h NWH, Section 9,
23, 1912, made Homestead Entry, No. Townshin 20 N.. Rnna-- 05 E M TW
014998, for Lots 3 and 4 and SH P. Meridian hna filoH nnfi.. nt in
NWH Section 5, Township 20 North, tention to make Final Three Year
Range 29 East ,New Mexico Meridian, Proof, to establish claim to the land
has filed notice of intention to make above described, before F. H. Foster,
proof for minor orphan children of u. a. commissioner, at his office at
said entrywoman,
now deceased. Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 15, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
both parents of sa;d minors being deAdolfo Montoya, Santoa Blea,
ceased, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster, Celedón Esquibel, Federico Esquibel,
U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mexico, on February 7, 1921.
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses :
j
A. F. Chavez. M. A. Chaves. Jr..
Simona Arguello and J. P. ArguelNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
lo, all of Albert, New Mexico.
Department of the Interior
PAZ VALVERDE,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Register.
Dec. 15, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
George S. Wortman, of Roy, Mora
Department of the Interior
Co., New Mexico, who, on April 8,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. 1915, made Homestead .Application,
Nov. 29, 1920. No. 019594, for SWH, Section 28,
NOTICE is hereby given that Gab- Township 21 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
riel S. Vigil, of Albert, Union Co., P. Meridian, has filed notice of inNew Mexico, who, on July 2nd, 1915, tention to make Final Three
Year
made Addl. Homestead Application, Proof, to establish claim to the land
No. 020357, for SH SEH Sec. 22 above described, before F. H. Foster,
and NH NEH, Section 27, Township U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
20 N., Range 28 E..-N- .
M. P. Merid- Roy, New Mexico, on February 15,
ian, has filed notice of intention to 1921.
make Final Three Year Proof, to esClaimant names as witnesses:
tablish claim to the land above deW. R. Holmes, J. H. Mitchell, B. R.
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Stewart. Hugh Mitchell, all of Roy.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico.
New Mexico, on Jan. 18, 1921.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
ETI
V. Montez, Juan Jose Rodriguez,
Leandro Martinez, all of Roy, New
Mexico,- - and Modesto Domenges, of Mrs. Bowen TeUs How Rats AlAlbert, New Mexico.
most Burned Her House Down
PAZ VALVERDE,
"For two months I never went
Register
Ray-mun-

,

'

Word to tlie Women.
' Tt
may.iiot beget undue attention,
but 240,162.943 needles were made in
the United States last year. It would
be pleasant mental recreation for a
long evening to figure how many hours
of labor, based on the proverb that a
stitch in time eaves nine, would have)
keen eared the women of the nation
if at) then needles had been applied
at tbV iKyi'ho!oglcal moment- -

in our cellar, fearing a rat. One
night in bed I smelled fire. Sure
enough the rat had been nibbling
at the matches. If I hadn't act
ed promptly my house would
have been burned. Later
found the dead rat.
P
killed it It's great stuff." Three
sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Boy Trading Co.
RAT-SNA-

THE

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

We have also learned that the
most annovine thine: about a

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $2.00 Per Year
RBUISTBKU
second-clas-

A CÜCST

matter attfca

s

stand-patt-

ge

cattle-raisin-

ar

FICTITIOUS VALUES

Since coal has gone so high
maybe Cupid is whispering into
the ears of lovers that two can
keep warm as easily as one.
A lot of physical ailments are
cured by sunshine, but every
now and then we learn where
some fellow has died from trying
to bolster himself up with moonshine.
We've always felt that the
most sensible girls in Roy are
the ones who don't believe they'd
become famous as movie stars.
fW thincr about Christmas
nowadays is the style has fixed
the skirts so a fellow no longer
has to guess how much it will
take to nil his girl s stocking.
Tn the matter of wages and
prices we would do well to re
member that we an went, up together and we'll all have to tumble down together.
tv, a Pr,vr man who is alwavs

Daniel;at this writing it is much...
mproved.
BRADLEY

For Your Farm vifh

ed

land-owne-

Western Ekcfric
Back of M

rs

BORN To Mr. and Mrs.
Baca, a fine baby girl.
and babe doing nicely. The

Na-zar- io

in Oklahoma Wednesday morning
after spending a week on the little girl arrived New Years
mesa looking after business
morning, and was a New Years
gift to her happy parents.
Sol Floersheim, president of
Mrs. V. V. Caris Í3 reported the Floersheim Merc. Co., is at
very lAv at her home in the tending to business interests in
northeast part of town, and for Roy this week.
a while her life was despaired
of, but at present she is improv"Safety First-ing very slowly and is yet not out

--

J. E.
Who

-

BUSEY

sells the w.Mirful
OVERLAND FC'l it
AutojJobi'e
Boy, New

"When a Rov nan runs across
a few of the eld love letters he
T1TP bpfr.re be trot her he can
easily understand as he reads
them why some people believe
Mrs. J. Floerfheim and Mrs. A.
man sprang from monkeys.
S. Hanson are quite sick at the
There comes a day into the Floersheim home in the east palife of every girl when she learns
of town.
to distinguish the difference be-- " rt
wrinkle.
a
dimple
and
tween a
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Schultz
Roy
man who is too good and Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson visitThe
to have a good time isn't too ed at the L. N. De Weese home
good to envy the man who does. near Mosquero last Sunday and
enjoyed one of those good
The nations are coing to agree
dinners that Mrs. De
not to use poison gas. So there Weese is noted for. They report
won't be anv dancer from" that a pleasant time, and that Mr.
source until the next war.
and Mrs. De Weese are enjoying
Uncle Sam's probe has reveal- life in their nice little home near
ed the price of coal at the mine, our sister town.
but he hasn't' vet found 'out the
.
suit at the
price of an
,

ed

-

il.

Mau;a

Helen and her mother spent the
summer on a farm and rielen was
heartbroken when one Sunday her ret
rooster had to give up his Ufe because the minister was coming to dinner. Some time later she saw the minister coming to call, end phe ran to
the barn shooing the chickens and
said: "Got in quick; hire comes the
man that ate your fculier."

THnr
H
S. E. PAXTON GROC. CO

"

MEASURE
For made to order clothes
The
H.M. MARKS & CO. Tailors

NOTICE
There will be a public meeting
at the S.A. Office Monday night
Jan.10 at 7:80 for the purpose of
discussing the new County situ
etion. Everybody invited.

to.
And

graph might be added to every
edicase in which a small-tow- n
tor Í3 reported to have gotten
rich. For, we don't mind being
frank with you Roy people, when
it comes to a rich editor, "there
ain't no sich animal." A child
is born in the neighborhood and
the editor gives the
youngster and the happy parent
and gets $0.00. It is
a send-o-

tine, but in the only test that counts, yon
must actnnlly hear it. You Judgp many

thinps by tasle, some by appearance, others
by feeling, but TOXE must be heard.

Grafonola

;

loud-lung-

ed

christened and the minister gets
$5 and the editor gets $0.00. The
editor blushes and tells a dozen
lies about the beautiful and. accomplished bride, when the child
grows up and marries. The min
ister gets $10 and a piece of cake
and the editor gets $1 that has
long been owing on subscrip
tion. In the course of time she
die : the doctor gets from $15 to
$100, the minister gets another
$5, the undertaker from $150 to
600 the editor prints an obit
uary two columns long and a
card of thanks and, if he is lucky
he gets 50c for the card of
,
thanks.
.Now you can see why the only
wáy for an editor to get rich is
for a wealthy aunt to die. And
even then there'll probably , be
a hundred relatives turn up at
the funeral that he never saw bo- fore or heard tell of.
.

possession of some fine gtock

Is Perfection Itself

It reientiflerijly correct ícpermit
fall, tree nod
perfect uVr!opracat ot the
aounri wavea. It pi ves yon
unraarrrd manic. It
;lvea you the reality of every
nrtlxt wll':i that perfect
Itlenlteal
lia the
ertKlaal.

Many Types, Sizes and
Finishes of Columbia Grafoaclas

Grafonola
With

will snake yonr arleclioa
positive pleasure.
Yoa will
readily find the design that
pleases, the also that aulta the
roam a ad the finish and beautiful cabiaet work that
with nil ot the
It Is a. wonderful
satisfaction to be able to pick
oat the Grafonola yoa most
w ant a ad set It I

auy eleht

Records.
(14 selections of
your owo choice.)
10-lo-eh

Complete Outfit

May We Tell You How Easily
Own Any Colombia

Yoa May

Grafonola for Christmas?
See as this meek and well
C'aaly aid yea la select las;
year Urafonola and will tell
yoa bow quickly and ea.at!y
It aaay be yoara to eujoy.

Tear Off Here and Mall to

L'a.

all 1921 automobile models will
be paraded in the ring.
Every moment at the horse
shows will be busy and inspiring.
Each dav at the stock show will
be an education. All manner of

Floersheim Mercantile Co.

pleasure for visitors is arranged
down town, from a week of athletic events bv th D. Á. f!. tn
shows aDlentv on the trav "White
Way" and the biggest lot of
tractive,. Merchandise displayed

Mail me catalog showing prices styles and finishes of '
;
'.'
Columbia Grafotipos.

'.....

,;

.

:r

.

..

..

at

reasonable rates.
Entries closed December 20
and 1,711 different individual filings had been made. This includes cattle, horses, sheep and
swine. Two hundred and four
carlots of breeding cattle are entered for auction. In addition
there are entries of 1.200 birds
in the poultry show, and a vast
exposition of farm machinery
and equipment is being installed.
A corn show is a new feature
this year, run by Colorado Farm
Uureau officers, and the management has had to erect a swiae
building costing $20,000. That
is the way the show grows from
year to year, and those who
would keep abreast of the times
cannot afford to miss one.
In the horse show arena nine
different performances will be
given in which the most beautiful and highly trained horses in
the United States are to be
shown doing toir paces. Four
$1,000 purses are hung up this
year for gaited and jumping
horses, attracting to this show
the strings of Lula Long Combs,
Mrs. O. IL Lehmann of Chicarro.
Belle Beach of New York and
others. Every program is different. Each nicht two tvnea of

tica

G-- 2

'

study purebred production, marketing and facts concerning the
growing industry generally. It
will be a special chance to get

,

The Tone of a Columbia

This Type

for-service-

It took something more than
stock shows to cause such a marvelous advancement in agriculture and live stock production as
the Rocky Mountain region has
shown in fifteen years, but no.
single movement has done more
to bring it about than have these
exhibitions.
The fifteenth annual event is to be held at Denver, Jan. 15 to 22, and it is the
best chance ever presented to

Supreme Test of any
TOXE is the
Von may road or be tola about

that concluding para

count of so many having
to spend Christmas. Several from Solano" were out
also several from Mosquero.
The three Bradley babies have
been on the sick list, as well as
many others thi3 week.
FIFTEENTH STOCK SHOW
OPENS ITS DOORS JAN-1-5.

You Cannot Argue Tone in Type
You Must Hear It

mÍ

Mrs. D. Brad-

gone-awa-

RICH EDITORS

There is a story now going the
rpunds of the rural press of this
country to the effect that the edipaper in
tor' of a small-tow- n
Tennessee recently quit the
newspaper game with $200,000
to his credit in the bank. And
right at the close of the story
appears the statement that he
got the $200,000 when a wealthy
aunt died and couldn't think of
anybody else to leave the money

;

(re-electe- d)

ley, secretary and treasurer;
Mrs. Woods, assistant superintendent; teachers, M. L. Woods,.
The S.A. ha3 been busy this Joe Woods and Mrs. Elsie Hazr-en- .
week getting out the bylaw s and
constitution of the Mesa CooperThe meetings which our minative Co. It is a neat little book- ister and evangelist have been,
let and you should get one and holding the past week have not
been very well attended, on acread it.

.r

Now come3 a stcry. ,to the
effect that bootleggers are so numerous in New York City they
often catch themselves selling
to each other.
After a Roy man has been
married for quite a while he
learns how to sympathtee with
the smaller nations.
Wouldn't this be a grand old
world if we could go back to
when folks knew how to have a
good time without spending

ff

Take your

Mrs. G. W. Hazen, superintend-

ent

all-wo- ol

"

James W. Johnson, who has
been working on the Mora-La- s
Vegas- road the past several
mcnths, is visiting his brother,
W. G. Johnson, thi3 week.

are well filled up.
Ji.ven our DODular hrirte and
groom are back, lookiner and act
ing as happy as can be. They
were welcomed home by a large
crowd of people from Solano,
Mosquero and home, who march
ed in on them with bells, cans,
ana everything that would make
a lively noise. They were forced
to let the crowd in, and all were
received in a fine manner bv
them. They gave a good treat,
while Mrs. W. R. Bradley and
Mrs. Don prepared a dainty
luncft for all. All left at the midnight hour, showering good
wishes upon the bride and
groom.
Don't forget the literary out
here Friday.
New oflkers have been chosen:
for Sunday school as follows:

HTHIS outfit furnishes dectricpower arid
1 light easy to put in simple to run' ,
gives dependable service. No better outfit
than this is made none has given better
sendee. And electric service is what you
want You get it from this outfitf
See this plant in operation.
.

hunting something for nothing
usually has Jess tnan anyooay
else and pays more for it
is a creat thine, but
yet explained wnyj
never
has
it
the rooster does tne crowing
while it's the hen that lays the

hear arguments to the contrary from capitalists of thi3 country
and taxpayers in our larger cities, but in our rural communities
there should be no division of opinion along this line. For serious
results may be looked for if a sudden slump comes in the price of
farming lands, and that slump would undoubtedly be felt in every cotton field.
section of the country.

of danger.

Everybody is back acain frnm

their Christmas vacation, and all
report good times and that tw

egg.

We are not acquainted with any special cases around Roy is
which a fictitious price has been fixed for farm property asare-sul- t
of the war, but from our exchanges we learn that a lot of communities are suffering from such a condition. And, too, millions
of dollars are going to be lost by people who've paid fancy prices
for farming land in many sections of this country.
This came about through the purchase of land at $250 and
$300 an acre when wheat was bringing $2.20 or better and corn
$2. Today corn is around 50c a bushel and wheat is below $2, and
farmers predict it will not go back to the higher level. So the man
land must lose money if he raises low- who boueht the
priced crops. That stands to reason. - Some of them, of course,
vill be able to so farm their land as to get out from under, but in a
majority of instances they will suffer a tremendous loss for the
chances are the land cannot be disposed of at anything like the
I rice the present owner paid for it.
of this
For that reason, and to save the ether
country millions of dollars, anything in the way of legislation look
ing to the relief of the farming-tlas- s
is to be encouraged, we may

Peter Wagner left forhis home

The little child of J.R. Nucen
is suffering from an attack of
pneumonia; it was brought to
the Plumlee Hospital Sunday and.
under the care of Dr. D. C

important.

17. 191t

postoffice in Roy, New Mexioo,

It has crown to be a habit with some people to blame all of
our ills on the war. We have quite a few citizens right here in Roy
who have become addicted to this habit. They point at the high
price of coal and say it was because the government scrambled up
the railroads so during the war they haven't been untangled yet.
Listen to another man and you'll hear that the war has so raised
the miner's pay that he can earn in one day as much as he earned
in three days before the war, and that he is, therefore, not inclined
to dig as much coal as he used to. Another man will declare that
people stocked up so heavily during
meat is up because
g
the war, and found such high prices abroad where
they
past
years
don't
few
that
during
the
has been impossible
prices.
want to get back to pre-wAnother will tell you that the people have been, as a whole, too
careless in providing themselves with the necessities of life, like
food and fuel, and have been too much occupied in paying for the
luxuries of life, like automobiles. That, of course, is not true,
though the rush by some for luxuries has prevented the supply of
the necessaries to others. We are all dependent, one upon another,
and we must learn to strike a better level between necessaries and
luxuries.
But blaming everything that's wrong on the war is a mistake.
The war brought about changed conditions, of course, but in a way
it brought some blessings. We've had high prices, and we had the
money to buy with. The solution now is to keep right at work, forget about the war as quickly as possible, and do the best you can
to bring your community around to an even better position than it
was before the war.

hiirh-pxic-

is his patter.

er

The only Roy man who hasn't
time to enjoy a feeling of importance 3 the one who is really

BLAMING IT ON THE WAR

cold-stora-

Jasper Nutter Jr. and family
of Koehler N.M. spent Xmas with
his mother here. Jasper has a
fine jositisn with the Blossbure
Merc. Co. and reports that
business is remarkably good. '
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Wedding bells ring in our
midst. The weddings of our
worthy young school teachers,
the Misses Aytes, came to us
with a little surprise, although
we are not wholly surprised at
any of the capers Cupid may put
on, as he usually captures his
prey in due time.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
December 30, 1920.
"C" of
orders Sale.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provi-- j
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to
the application of Fred P.' Er:-i- ,
Roy, N. M., Serial No. 027317, we
will offer at public sale, to the high-- i
est bidder, but at not less than $2.00'
per acre, at 1U.UU o clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office, the following tract of
land :
Wtf SWVi Sec. 11, T. 20 N. R.
25 E., N. M. P. M. "This tracis ordered into the market On a snowing
that the greater portion thereof is
mountainous or too rough for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when "those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVE RDE,
Register.

NOTICE

Department or the Interior
U. S. Und Office r.1. Clayton, N. M., U.

.

'

j

Dec. 27, 1920.
NOTICE is hsreby given that Francisco Martinez, of Albert, Union Co.,
New Mexico, who on October 23rd,
1911, made Homestead Application,
No. 014043, for
and Eh
NW
Section 30, Township 18 N.,
Range 32 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

filed notice of intention to make Final Five Year Proof, to establish claiin
to the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb.

Ccr-ti-

I.Ios-quer- o,

E. J.H.ROY

Mr.' and' Mrs. Henry Harper,
and Mr. Harper's mother, who is
visiting them, were pleasantly
surprised last Thursday evening
when their friends and neighbors
stepped into their beautiful new
home to remind them that they
were not wholly neglectful of
them at thi3 happy holiday season. A social hour was spent
discussing tne topics 01 xne uay
vn well as that of the home.
of cake and coffee
were served. Then followed the
amusing features of the evening,
Beginning
which all: enjoyed.
with the tiniest tot, each was requested to make a speech, extem-

lat.rCor

U. S. l and O.'íics r.t Clayt;-!'C" of
orders sale.

.

N. 11.,

December 30, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Fred S. Brown, Roy,
New Mexico, Serial No. 027341,. we
will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than $2.00
per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office, the following, tract of
land:

SSWÍ4

Sec. 14, T. 20 N., R. 25

E., N. M. P. M. "This tract is ordered into the market on a showing
that the greater portion thereof is
mountainous or too rough for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
.

SURVEYING AND MAPPING

County Surveyor

above-describ-

"MoVa

efof
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flooiT

cold mornings ;let Bagwell

m--

i

rech-

arge the magneto;very little

ex-

pense J.E.Busey Co.
15333212:

E3ET

repair work.

If your "BATTERY', needs
re-chargi-

we are in a
to do this work.

ng,

pos-sitio-

n

All work guaranteed.

Protracted meetings will beat the M. E. church next Sun- day,- January 9th, by the pastor,
Rev. McMillen, assisted
by-Re-

of Chicago,
Moody
Institute.
a student of the
He comes to us highly recommended, having been m the
A. Geisenheimer

Raymond Pendieron

Now located in the GRANT KITCHELL Bldg.

er

our four districts for a better
We thank all for their
hearty
and support
ley.
for the consolidated school.
Messrs. Sullivan and Hyatt
Mrs. Brown, principal of our
made a business trip to Las Ve school, spent Christmas week at
the first of the week. Mr. L Roy with her daughter, Mrs. Sa'T. Sullivan is from Wellington, die Flouebell.
Texas. He is much pleased wun
Harry Kingsburg spent a few
the Mesa, and has bought land
"here, and will move out just as days in Denver last week to see
roon as he can arrange u uu u his best girl, of course.
.

1VI

..m

buquerque and Wm. G. Hayden,

E. Las Vegas.
Chapter 9 of the special

W. R. Copien, Vice President
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

Philip N. Sanchez, Secretary
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
TAXES AND COUNTY.
WORK.

ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.

school.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

.

ter.

ABSTRACTS
compiled to all lands in Mora County.
TAXKS
of parries living outside of state attended to.
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes etc.
CERTIFIED
copies of any recorded instruments furnished
RECORDING
attended to, Deeds, Mortgages etc.
NOTARY WORK of all ki ads executed.

All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
very reasonable charges.

The Mosquero Lumber Co. is
busy invoicing this week. We
warehave a modern,
house and lumber yard, and we
appreciate it, too.

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED

te

It would seem that every, oar own
er ought by this time to be warned
against running on too rich a mlx'ure,
Best results can De secured from a
motor cooling system by keeping the
radiator cells free from foreign mat-

Complete indexes to all lands.

The Lyceum was well attended and a great success.

la cars where the headlamps are
fastened to the fenders, looseness in
these latter results In excessive vibration, which will account for rapid ruin
f bulbs.
If In a hurry to stop a spring from
squeaking, pour a little kerosene over
It, guiding the oil down the sides With
the finger so It will run in between the
leaves.
Few owners pay the attention to the
ball bearings that these latter deserve.
They usually wait until the garage
man calls attention to the Injury done
by breakage.

Mr. R. Keller went to Roy the
latter part of last week to have AVOID SMEAR ON MUDGUARDS
a wheat beard taken out oí ms
eye. Mrs. Keller also got some Heavy Piece of Cloth or Other Suitable Material Will Give Ample
thing in her eye Monday night
A warm engine takes less fuel than
Protection.
and went to Dr. Self's hospital
a
cold one.
one morning, and the eye is all
is easy to scratch and smear the
It
"
:
right now.
;
The brake mechanism seldom gets
front mudguards with grease when
lubrication It deserves.
the
doing
on
engine,
work
the
the
and
and
Johnson
Messrs. Schultz
Miss Edith Holland, who is and their families were very motorist would do well to follow the
Vinegar will remove stains from
Clean off carbon with a cloth dipped
attending State Normal at Las pleasant visitors at the De Weese example of the best garages In protine.
may
gasoline
be used.
or a brash
tecting these at times of engine re- In
'
Vegas, spent the holidays with home Sunday.
pair. Secure á heavy piece of cloth
Gelatin dessert aré Ideal far hot
home folks and many friends, reabsolutely necessary to
When
turning to school last Sunday,
Mrs. H. Clinard is back from or other suitable material oil cloth run on a itfiatis tire keep the tire In soft weather.
'
'
or
Imitation
large
leather1
enough
to
Mr. Water and Miss Hden Shattuc, Okla., where she has completely
possible.
dirt
if
cover
the
from
tip
Old felt hat can be cut up for InTobler came from State Normal been visiting her folks. She was to the point where !t fender
to the
soles of shoes.
at Las Vegas to spend a few days glad to get back, and says New running board, Throw attaches
attempt
In
your
an
horn
Don't blow
this protective
,v
Mexico looks good to her.
to hurry a herd of cows off the road.
at home and with friends-.- '
cover over the mudguard when makRaisin sauce Is excellent served with

AUTOMOBILE

s?5Gnssip,J

t

ses-

sion laws, 1920, provides that the
commission "shall have power
and authority to inquire into and
make recommendations as to the
policy or necessity of the adoption by appropriate legislation of
a system of taxation of incomes
and the relation of such a system of taxation to the present
system of taxation of property
in New Mexico real and personal, tangible and intangible, the
taxation of the net income of
producing mines and all other
methods and powers of taxation
in force in the State of New Mexico or which may be recommended for adoption by the legislature of the State of New Mexico." Acting under this authorization the commission investigated the present, system of taxation, the wealth and resources,
of the State, the present cost of
government, the needs of the
state and local governments and
various possible sources of rev'
enue.
Considering the time lloived

es,

Mosquero and vicinity that we
did a wise thing in consolidating

EpIOfllRESTIOl

"

-

it is true, but they advertise

and the public, knowing that advertised articles always are sold
in good stores, naturally go into
good stores when seeking a
branded and advertised article.
These manufacturers who advertise put up good products,
too. If they didn't, the advertising would fail. This product,
usually the best of it's kind to be
had, is advertised to stimulate
the dealer's own individual
trade. A demand is created by
the maker and the goods are
partly sold from the moment the
dealer has placed his order. You
go to a store for soap, and you
ask for a brand you've seen advertised. It is the same way
with hundreds of pther things
you know them through advertising, and you know that unless
they were good the advertising
would have stopped long ago. Advertising makes selling
easy. The merchant knows this,
and he know3 that he doesn't
have to "talk up" advertised products, and he doesn't lose time

explaining their merits to the
customer. All he has to do is
take the order for an advertised
article, wrap up the goods and
put the money in the cash draw-- ,
er.
That being the case, there
should not be a merchant in all
this land so headstrong as to
argue that advertising doesn't
pay. For he is arguing against
the makers of the very goods he
has upon his shelves.
"

-.

Wé liave many from adjoin
ing HiAtricta who are away at
tchool, which proves to us of

A LMon Unnamed.
may be true to ray that the only
to give n, yet
way o fot

It

balrsU

ing repairs or adjustments under the
hood and you will keep the enamel In
eaueh better condition.
.yr. .;,.,

r, i'

..V

'

'
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"T:

"'.
.

,
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It can't be done.

ll;

Every man who keeps a store
nowadays is advertised, whether
he advertises himself or not.
Consequently every storekeeper
must be interested in advertising. The makers of scores oí
the things sold right here in Roy
advertise! them for the home
merchants not over their nam-

.1

Mrs. Jno. Bowctt of Welling
ton.' Texas, is here visiting her
w Wti
i
-I . nllti iXkV fi. i.
nnrpnra.
Wl
in' a
out
be
will
son. Mr. Bowcn
few days, as soon as he can winn
hnalnpHH in Texas. This
nn
w iht third time he has been
here, and he expects to stay this
time. We have quite a settlement here from Texas, and we
others soon, as the fever
cvniu-is catching. !
Mrs. Harper of Texas is here
visiting her son and lamiiy, air.
and Mrs. II. Harper. She, too,
likes it here very much.

Ros-we-

THE GOODS TO PUSH

Gerald Dodds Prop's

&

pages containing the report of
hearings held by the Commission
constitute a record of activities
covering .several months. The
members of this Commission are
H. J. Hagerman, chairman,
W. W. Risdon, State Mine
Inspector, Gallup; John Joerns,
Secretary State Tax Commission, Santa Fe; A. G. Simms, Al-

Spanish-America-

The SERVICE Garage

-

The report of the Special Rev
enue Commission, created at the
special session of the legislature
hac just appeared in pamphlet
form. This report covering 324
pages and a pamphlet of 200

comprehensive v'ew of conditions in New Mexico that are of
vital concern to all its citizens.
That the report will receive the
earnest consideration of the
Governor and the legislature is:
inevitable and forbears to come:
reference must necessarily be
made to the sugeaj-ionand recommendations of' the Special
Revenue Commission.
A copy of this pamphlet can
n
te seen at the
office. Any one interested can
call for same.

IS OUR WATCHWORD

gin

FORM

r

"SERVICE"

.

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL
REVENUE COMMISSION
APPEARS IN PAMPHLET

the Coranlsrion fr"
its
:. icxmulat.'ng
investigations
its conclusic:..., ike report is
n siting forth, for
the fr:t time, a complete and

OUR ELECTRICIAN CAN TAKE CARE OF
ALL YOUR NEEDS.

poraneous or otherwise. All eVionrtilv íntn
ntail
- the fun bv re-bVivu
was
a reminder of
t
sponding.
childhood days to hear "Twinkle,
Twinkle - Little Star" "A, Boy
Stood on the JBurning Deck",
etc. Music was interspersed with
the other forms of entertainment. At a late hour all returned to their homes with a feeling
of "good will to man."

-

land tU.
c'r If:

t

Let Bagwell fix and recharge
your battery or magneto magnets. J.E. JrtUSEY CO.- -

We are ready and better equipped than ever to do your

fond of.

.,or,.iíofií.
for
- - - the nast
C VtWlgvilotiVtwenty years. He is a very pleasing and convincing speaker. He
has worked with Superintendent Bright in the past, and was
gent Here oy mm. rjwiyuvuj
cordially invited to come out and
hear a good talker. Mr. Giesen-heimmeetings
has held
t.
the Central and
Wnatem States. A special invi
tatlon is extended to our sister
neighborhoods, Solano ana craa

Dcpai-fci?f:-

NOTICE is hereby given that Pas
R. De Herrera, of Kephart, Union
Co., New Mexico, who, on December
15th, 1917, made Homestead ApplicaSection, No. 023012, for N
SW
tion 21, Township 23 N., Range 29
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Prccf to cstólhh claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 23, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elias D. Herrera, Arturo Lanfor,
Teófilo De Herrera, Gregorio Lanfor, all of Kephart, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

These two young ladies are the
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Aytes of Clayton. They are two
18, 1921.
of Clayton's popular and charmClaimant names as witnesses:
Julian S. Trujillo, Leonor Martinez,
ing young ladies ,and have made
both of Albert, New Mexico, Paz
z
a host of friends among us since
and
Juan
Del
Valle,
both
of
they came here as teachers in
New Mexico.
the public schools about three
PAZ VALVERDE,
years ago. We congratulate the
Register.
grooms, Mr. Francis Smith and
Mr. Jay Bradley, on the wise
choice of their helpmates for life.
These young men are from the
best families of the community,
and are worthy of the prizes
they have captured.
Last Tuesday evening the
i
friends and neighbors of Mr.
und Mrs. L. W. Wilson gathered
at their beautiful new home to
remind them that the occasion
Land Matters before the Department of the
Try a DeLaval Cream Separawas to be remembered in the future as a hearty, cordial house tor two weeks at our expense.
Interior, Contests, etc.
warming, notwithstanding they Easy terms if you want to buy.
had been enjoying their new
home for several months, but J.E. Busey Company
owing to the busy season it had
3SE35E3Ea5EI2SE2
been neglected. A very pleasant
social hour was spent together,
and refreshments served by the
intruders were greatly enjoyed.
One of the pleasant features of
the evening was singing, which
the Wilson family is especially

F.

PLáli:

Dec. 27, 1920.

W-N-

above-describ-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT

'

Eiceitetve play In the main sbr.ft of
the gearaet may cause th gear shifter
;
lever Jo be forced out of position.

Rtmovtna Great

Spot,

To remove crease enoti from caí.
pets mix fuller's earth and magnesia
Qrapenute may be sed in place of together In equal proportions by scraping and pounding. Form this Into
nuts in salad nd CMMt.
paste witn not water end spread oa
the srrota. The next dav brash it off
and. If accessary, repeat the procea
very plain pudding.

.

,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

There will be an examination
for Railway mail clerk, same to
beheld at Tucumcari January
15 next. Any one desiring information regarding the examination
can get same by writing to Roy
SmihCivil Service examiner Tu-

(TRÉ FIVE VICE

--

WORMY
ABOUT

Honey

AT YOUR SERVICE
Make our office your meeting place when transacting
business with gour friends.

cumcari N.M.
Applicants must not be over 35
years age or under 18 years of
age. If you are interésted wire
the above address.

You will find at our lobby

"ATTENTION MOTORISTS
Have you applied for 1S21 license
if not come in and let us fill out
blank for you. Pioneer Garag e
Mosquero N. M."

tables your requirements
when you have letters to
write.

Ihe latest school apportiomen
of Mora County was made on the
18 of December and the ratio was
2.46 per scholar. Roy received
865.92 on this appointment which
will probably be the last until the
taxes are received in February.
The total number of pupils of
school age in the county is 4,728.

CSMNDEF&

New Legion Officers Are Particularly
Wall Fitted for the Places--.
They Hold.

The national constitution of the
American Legion calls for the election
ef five vice commanders, no two from
the same state and not more than
three from among the men who served
in the army. The men chosen by the
recent Legion convention not only fill
the above requirements but are peculiarly fitted by their records for the
places they hold.
John G. Emery Is a native of Grand
Rapids, Mich., being born and reared
In that city. He is a real estate man.
He entered the second officers' training
camp at Fort Sheridan, 111., and was
commissioned captain of Infantry. He

went overseas shortly thereafter and
sérved with the Eighteenth Infantry
As a major,
of the First division.
commanding a battalion, he was se--

We are here to serve gou
and wish' our bank to be useful to gou in, everg wag

THE ROY TRUST
SAVINGS BANK

R. H.Morris of Solano

was a
business visitor in Roy the first
of the week.

&

Quite a number of people were
up from Solano last Monday attending to business matters in

"'i

nrvoy.

The little girl of Mr. and Mrs.
J.E. Brown accidently swallowed
a pin last Saturday morning. Dr.
Daniels and Plumlee were called
and made a careful examination
but were unable to remoye the
pin. At the present she is doing
nicely and the pin seems to be
causing her no pain.

We will loan

you a

Seasonable
Amount
on your

ATTENTION MR. FARMER

Areyou satisfied with the
prices you have been getting
for your cream? If not, ship
us your next can.

Julian Garcia of Mosauero was
operated on at the plumlee Host)
ital last week for abnendicitis.
At present Mr. Garcia is doing

1-

price for your cream.

- Prompt and accurate return of

3-

- A square deal.

4-

PROCLAMATION
OF ELECTION

- Top market

2-

can and check.

nicely.

Fred Fluhman who wae oper
ated on at the Plumlee" Hospita
sometime ago is geting along
fine and will soon be in condition
to go home.

5-

- We pay the express charges on

,

your cream. If you ship by parcel
post, we refuud part of postage.
If cans are lost in transit. w
replace them free.

-

If you do not havejone of our shipping tags, use
any shipping tag and address itlto - -

Trinidad Creamery Company
Trinidad, Colorado.

The Board of County Commis
sioners of Mora County, New

TO THE PUBLIC
Your wheat is worthmore money

aourimill.

Dont sell your

FARMERS MILL &
ELEVATOR COMPANY
Solano, N. M.

Chairman.
Attest: Fabian Chaves

MONEY TO LOAN

Clerk.

Plenty of it at a reasonable rate of in
terest on good Real Estate in eastern
Mora and southern Colfax County.'
"

17.

S. Government Warns Farmers About Disease Caused by
They carry

Bubonic

plague,

fatal to human beings. They
carry foot and mouth disease,
which is fatal to stock. They kill
chickens, eat grain, cause de
struction of property. If you
P
will kill
have rats

See me at the Mills Drug Store.

DrO.B.Moon,

Rats.

ROY, NEW MEXICO.

PendlU

G.

May 1, 1918.

Sebastian Esquí bel

Removing areas. Spots.
To remove grease spots" from carpets mix fuller's earth and magnesia
together In equal proportions by scraping and pounding. Form this Into
paste with hot water and spread oi
the spots. The Dext day brush It oft
and, If necessary, repeat the procesa.

SCHULTZ & JOHNSON

Claudius

was

born

In

He was assigned to the
as signal officer and

U. S. S. Oklahoma
We make a straight grade of flour and it is not bleached. served In foreign waters from the sumNotice is hereby further given
mer of 1918 to December of that year.
that according to law, the same Some states have laws against bleaching, because it burns up the He
was elected commander of Keno
judges and clerks of election that valuable oil in the flour that gives it the flavor and nutriments of sha (Wis.) post In January, 1920.
served at the General Election of
James G. Scrughara was born In LexWhy rob ington, Ky. He was graduated from
whole wheat as nature has put in wheat for our use.
November 2nd, 1920, serve as
the University of Kentucky In 1900,
judges and clerks of election at yourself of the best in wheat for the sake of color?
and received a degree of mechanical
said election for Justice of the
engineer In 1906. Since 1914 he has
We are a home industry and ask you to give us a trial.
been dean of the engineering college
Peace and Constable to be held on
of the University of Nevada. In 1917
January 10th, A. D. 1921 and
he was made state engineer of Nevada.
that the same house of election
He was commissioned a major of artillery In December, 1917, and assigned
be used as for said General Elec-

tion.
Done by order of the Board of
County Commissioners of Mora
County, this 28th day of December A. D. 1S20.

For further particulars
write or see

vercly wounded by shell fire. Mr. Emery was prominent 'a Legion circles
In his home state (rom the early day
and was one of the Legion committee
that drew up the bill, passed later by j
tbe bouse, that would five a bonus to
all service men.
Thomas Goldlngay began his career
as a sailor before the mast. Later he
was mate of the first steel ship ever;
built In the United States. After glv- -'
lng up the sea he wandered through
the United States and finally locates
in Newark, N. J. In 1804 he was one
of the men who organized the navaT
reserve of New Jersey and became
commanding officer of the Newark dl- - j
vision, with the rank of lieutenant He
saw service In Cuban waters in 1808.
In 1902 he entered business In New- - j
ark. During the World war he had
the gradeof Heutenp.ot, senior grade,
and served as gunDery officer on the
U. S. S. MaswiChudetts. He has been
state adjutant of the American Legion
of New Jersey.

wheat for cash and use the cash to buy flour. Do a little figuring Marquette, Mich. He was graduated
from Michigan university In 1913. He
we give 36 lbs of flour for a bushel of wheat and flour selling for Is engaged In business In Racine, Wis.
He enlisted May 8, 1917, as an appren$5.00 a hundred, is 5 cents a pound and 36 pounds at 5 cents is
tice seaman In the United States navy
and received a commission as ensign
$1.80 a bushel for your wheat.

years
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Mexico,

HEREBY GIVES NOTICE:
That an election will be held on
each precinct of the County of
Mora, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of January, A. D. 1921, for
the election of
One Justice of the Peace
One Constable
Each for the term of two

THOMAS GOLDINQAY.
of
One
the Legion Vice Commandera
Waa Mate on First Steel Ship Ever
Built In the United States.
j

YOU WILLIBE SURPRISED WITH THEIRESULT,
HERE IS WHAT YOU GET:

Helen

Mills, N. M.

as production engineer In the ord
nance department at Washington. He
served as commander of the Nevada
department from May, 1919, until Au
gust, 1920, and has been a member of
the national executive committee. His
home Is In Reno. .

N

J. Wlnslett is a native of Dade-TlllAla. He prefaced his service In
tha Teflon hv taklna nart In five ma- 'jor operations with American, French
and British troops. He was wounded
In action, and Vas attached to the
general staff. He attended tbe first
caucus of the Legion In Paris, and on
bis return to Alabama organized five
posts. His activity In his own state
was recognized at the Cleveland convention by the support of all sections
of tbe South In his candidacy for vie
K.

commander.
But He's en His Way.
Uncle Tom arrived at the station
with the goat he was to ship north, but
ithe freight agent was having difficulty
Ha billing him.

"What's

"Safety First
tad ber mother spent the STOCKHOLDERS'

.wcier ue

this

goat's

destination,

bbkcq.

"Subr
MEETING
I aay, what's his destination!
The first regular annual meet- Where's
he golngr
ing of the stockholders of the
Unela Tom searched carefully for

nunntr

on a farm and Helen was
heartbroken when one Sunday ber pet
Company will the teg. A bit of frayed cord waa all
rooster bad to .gire up bla llf be Mesa
RAT-SNAcause the minister waa coming: to din- be held at 10 a. m. on Tuesday, that remained.
them leaves no smell. Comes ner. Some time later abe saw tbe pin-lat- January 11th, 1921, at the Roy
"Dat ornery goat !" be exploded
in cakes, ready -- for use. Three
coming to call, and abe ra U Theatre, Roy, New Mexico.
.wrathfully. Io kow, sub, dat Igno
completely et up his
sizes, '35c, 65c. $1.25
and the bani , shooing Qre rilkena an$ ' ; " C. WILLERS, Secretary. rant goat
fSilaatlr-Amerlc- an
guaranteed by Fairview Phar- - aid : "Get hi quick ; here eotoea l J. W. BECK, Pres. ;. - . .
Ifglaa Wee.
n
r
"
'
nan that eteyacr fatltw.
macy ana
kq.
inamg
er

de

iuy
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PARAGRAPHS

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
21 years, and proved safe by millions. Say "Bayer"J

K

OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

BRIEF RECORD

FOREIGN
The effectives of the German army
have been reduced to 100,000 In ac
cordance with the Spa agreement with
the allies, it was announced in Berlín.
The population of France was re
duced by 4,000,000 during the war, said
Louis Mourler, the new director of
public assistance, In discussing meas
ures to be taken by the Seine depart
mental council to reduce Infant mor
'
tality.
The French Socialist party by a
large majority, voted in favor of absolute affiliation with the Moscow Internationale. Efforts are now proceeding
to keep the Socialist party Intact but
the probability seems to be that the
organizations should be split In two.
King Constantine has declared to
delegations from the provinces that he
must go to the Smyrna front. He Is receiving telegrams of felicitation from
all parts of the country. Constantine
slowly and carefully is formulating the
speech with which he will open parlia
ment on Jan. 8.
Official protest against the exhibition of a moving picture film portraying the execution of Edith Cavell, who
was put to death by the Germans In
Brussels, Oct. 15, 1915, was made at
Havana, Cuba, by Dr. Franz Karl
ann, German minister to Cuba. As
a result of his protest to the State Department the film was withdrawn.
The Tientsin government mint has
concluded a loan for $1,000,000 with
bank, giving that Inthe
stitution the r I glit to purchase all bullion and also to take charge of the output of silver dollars and copper coins,
according to reliable reports from that
city. The funds supplied through the
bank are Japanese.
Cancellation of President Iroygen's
usual holiday trip gave strength to rumors of an Impending general strike at
Buenos Aires. Workers generally were
said to be planning a walkout to support ferry hands and naphtha workers. The president's trip was postponed "because of the extraordinary
situation now prevailing," according to

DISPATCHES

LATE

DOINGS AND HAPPÉNING8 THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
. OF

SAFETY FIRST! Accept only an "unbroken package" of
enuine "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago, and pain generally. Strictly American I

.

t

Hand

tin boxes

A New Version.

Her Translation.
here!", demanded a
customer in the rapld-flr- e
restaurant. "I want a good substantial meal ; no frills or flxln's,
but suthlu' that'll fill me
up."
"Bale o' hay for the gent from Jimp-so- n
Junction!" calmly yelled Heloise,
the waitress, back to the kitchen.
Kansas City Star.

Joseph had been going to Sunday school for almost three
months and during that time had heard
several Bible stories. His mother was
boasting of his ability to relate them,
while his grandfather waited rather
Impatiently.
He was ready to start
on a trip donwtown and Joseph was
Seven-year-ol-

d,

d

going with him.
Then all at once Joseph, too, grew

Impatient He was in grandfather's
car and could not discover the reasoD
Examine carefully every bottle of for grandfather's lingering. So out he
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy shouted, "Hurry up, grandpa, or we'll
for infants and children, and see that it be too late to go. Tou're as slow as
Ttonra
thn-w
r ww
Moses was when he built the ark."
'
Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Dont Forget Cutlcura Talcum
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
SOME ODD FACTS ABOUT COAL and dusting powder and perfume, rendering other perfumes superfluous.
Material Is Not Always Black in Color You may rely on It because one of the
Cuticura Trio (Soap, Ointment and
Colliery Merely Derivation
Talcum). 2fc each everywhere. Adv.
From Coalery.

Important to Mothers

UZ7WUt.

"ALL STRIPPED

A colliery used to be called a coalery.
is an old name given
to one who superintended the measuring of coals. Coalstone Is a species
of hard, opaque, inflammable coal,
which does not soil or dirty the fln- when touched.
r gers
It is
and can be cut. Brown coal has been
found at Bovey, Devonshire and on the
.continent.- - Coal-hois an
name for scuttle. Gas light can
be traced back over 200 years. A Mr.
T. Shirley, In 1609, attributed a burning well at Wignn to the presence of
coal underneath it. Just about this
time a Mr. Clayton procured gns by
distilling coal. Practical lighting,
however, came very slowly. In 1729
a Mr. Murdoch illuminated Ills house
with gaslight, and a very poor show it
Is said to have been. He lived at Re- .druth, Cprnwa.ll.Jn 1802, Birmingham,
in celebrating the peace of Amiens,
brightened up a large factory with
gaslight. Thousands Journeyed to see
the wonderful sight which led to
being established at that
'
place, and in Manchester and Halifax.
Montreal Herald. ,.

FOR DINNER"

Coal-met-

Butler's Remark That Might Have
Set Father of Family to Small
Job of Thinking.
Edward Bok, the talented
and reformer, said at a business
men's luncheon in Philadelphia:
"I claim that business men are
partly to blame for the ridiculous
fashion from Paris which their daughters wear. The business man should
not permit his Innocent child to appear in shocking creations designed
In the Rue de lu Paix for the
trade.
Mr. Bok paused and smiled.
"A Merlon business man," he went
on, "entertained a house party the
other week. As he came from his
dressing room one evening during the
party he overheard his butler saying
in a fierce whisper down the dumbwaiter :
"'For de land's sake, cook, hurry
up de soup.
De ladles is ail
stripped for dinner.' "
-

d

.

demi-luondai-

gas-wor-

Drawing the Line.
- More Important
Miss Cora was taking her first trip
A colored doughboy had Just re- on the train.
ceived his discharge and was making
The conductor came through and
tracks at all possible speed for the sta- called for the tickets. Cora readily
tion when he caught up with another gave up her ticket.
one of his company, who demanded:
A few minutes later the butcher-bo"Hello, thnh, Jackson ; whnh yo' goln'?"
coming through, called: "ChewJackson paused Just long enough to ing gum."
shout back:
"Never!" cried Cora bravely. "You
"Ain't goln' nowhere, but, oh, man, can take my ticket, but not my chewlook where I'se coniin' from."
ing gum." The Overhere Digest (Min'

y,

neapolis).
is better to leap over the ditch
than trust to the pleadings of good
men. Spanish proverb.

It

A Sunflower Definition.
Really, a pessimist is only a person
who expects to get the worst of it a
It is no sign of a duck's nest to see little sooner than the rest of us.
fedders on de fense. American negro. Topeka Capital.

Coffee-Po- t
Jfyour
boiled too often

has

Iítoó many cups of coííee

have set your stomach
and nerves on edge, put
the pot on to boil again- But this time use

POSTUM

Cereal.
The benefit to health will

soon be apparent.

,

Maule Vjr

'

Postum Cereal Compazine
Battle Creek.Miclugan.

Fcsrr-

baby born Christmas
d
A
nleht to Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Prultt of
Abilene, Texas, displays evidence of
robust health. The child is Kept
wrapped in cotton and takes nourishment regularly.
Chester H. Rowell of Fresno, Calif.,
recently appointed by President Wil
son to be 8 member of the United
States Shipping Board, announced that
he soon would give up his work on that
Institution to become a member of Cal
ifornia's State Railroad Commission.
A boy 15 years old was arrested for
robbing the law office of Governor- elect Pat M. Neff of Waco, Texas. The
thief broke open Mr. Neff s desk and
filled his Dockets with cold pens and
other valuables. The boy had been released on probation two days before
Christmas.
Dick Russell of Maud, Texas, who
was shot by Constable John Ing In an
altercation after Russell had invited
Ine to take dinner with him, died in
a hospital. Ing is held on a warrant
charging murder. He said Russell be
came abusive and that he shot to pro newspapers.
tect himself. Ine Is 62 years old and
Striking miners In the Rhondda coal
has been peace officer for twenty-si- x
field
district of Scotland have voted to
years.
resume work pending negotiations beJury
con
grand
sneclal
fllinrtrinff a
tween their employers and the Siuth
vened at Fort Worth, Texas, to inves Wales executive committee. A general
tigate the lynching of Tom Vickery, strike of the miners In the district was
District Judce Hosey declared the evi reported Dec. 22, following refusal of
deuce to be submitted "probably would one company to reinstate eleven men
show men In uniform broke into the who had been dismissed on the ground
county Jail, took the prisoner out and
that their work was not remunerative
hanged him." Reports have been cur to the firm.
rent that policemen were Implicated in
Vickery was under a GENERAL
the affair.
Four men are seeking to recover in
charge of shooting and killing Police
court at Milwaukee $2,725 lost In an
man Jeff Couch.
African domino game in which it Is alWith his soda fountain serving as a leged "loaded," dice were used.
breastworks, and with fountain glass
An entire family of seven was wiped
ware taking the place of hand greout by a fire at Fairfield, Conn. The
proprietor
of
Cave,
nades, George F.
victims were Felix Yacklmovitch, 54;
a drug store at Ogden, Utah, put to
his three sons, and three daughters.
rout thee young bandits, one of whom
Retail prices of practically all clothwas armed, when the trio attempted to
ing reached their lowest levels since
rob his store. The bandit front wav
1914 In Chicago when merchants adered, when Cave hurled a couple of
clearance sales,
vertised gigantic
heavy
syrup bowls, but it took the
bot throwing millions of dollars' worth of
In the form of a
goods on the market this week.
tle to send the three scampering to
Three children and a woman were
safety.
burned to death and two other chilWASHINGTON
dren and their father narowly escaped
Miss Margaret Wade, a well known the same fate near Mount Morris, N.
newspaper writer, has accepted the po Y., when the home of William Barrett
sition of. social secretary to Mrs. Har was destroyed.
ding.
A
t
rivet, dropped by workers
One hundred more men will be em In the hold of the oil tanker Charles
ployed to guard Kentucky whisky ware. Evarest, at dry dock, Redhook, Brookhouses against robbery. The Increase lyn, caused an explosion which killed
wifl make-- a .total of 300 guards em one man, seriously Injured two and
ployed by the government In Kentucky slightly hurt a dozen others, at the
and their salaries will aggregate $510, same time virtually destroying the
000,' It was estimated.
vessel.
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber ComThe. State Public Utilities Commispany
of Akron, Ohio, announced a defan
issued
last
order
vacated
sion has
August providing that railroads could icit for the fiscal year ending Oct. 31,
ship nothing but coal In coal cars, thus of $15,647,C53, not Including anticipatmaking coal cars available for any kind ed losses on eontractural obligations
of shipment. The commission's action for rubber and fabrics which are exwas taken, It was announced, "after a pected to be approximately $19,000,000,
careful Investigation had shown that It notwithstanding that snles exceeded
was no longer necessary to give such $200,000,000, the largest In the history
of the company.
priority to coal shipment."
More than a score of women and
Passage of the soldiers' bonus bill
would cost the government approxi children were partially overcome and
mately $2,300,000,000, Secretary Hous a panic among the 200 guests was narton estimated before the Senate finance rowly averted during a fire in the Burcommittee considering the soldiers' aid net house in Cincinnati. The fire originated In a storeroom in the basement.
measure.
,
Wholesale liquor dealers are forbid Firemen rescued all occupants and the
den to deal in both Industrial alcohol fire was confined to the basement.
and intoxicating liquor under a new
John Doyle, an A. E. F. veteran, was
prohibition regulation issued by the bu killed In the subway when he leaped
Industrial In
reau of Internal revenue.
front of an express train at the Seventalcohol is defined by the bureau regu
y-second
street station In New
latlons as the various forms of ethyl
In France with a
alcohol "having a proof of 160 degrees York. Doyle served
gun
and was suffermachine
battalion
Include
the
does
not
or more, and
commonly known as whisky ing from shell shock when he returned.
Up to two weeks ago he worked In a
brandy, rum or gin."
ship ynrd, but because of the state of
A representative of the British treas
his nerves due to shell shock, went to
ury will reach this country soon, Sec a base hospital.
re.ary Houston said, to continue in
Plans have been completed for a new
Washington the discussion of the ex
$4,000,000 postoffice building
obligations
of
long
time
into
change
the demand notes of the British gov at Chicago to handle parcel post excluernment held by the United States sively. Work will start about March 1.
The British debt at this time is $4,106, The new building, which Is to be loUnder the Liberty bond act cated In tne heart of the railroad ter000,000.
the secretary of the treasury is author minal district, will have underground
ized to effect the exchange at a rate londing platforms 800 feet long, rapa-bl- e
y
of accommodating forty-tw- o
of Interest not less than that borne by
With
cars
three
at
a
mall
time.
Secretary
Instrument,
demand
the
shifts a day, 126 cars can Ije handled.
Houston said.
Fire which broke out In the plant of
Commerce
CommisThe Interstate
sion was requested by a resolution. In- the Wilmington Leather Company, Wiltroduced by Senator Nelson, Republic- mington, Del., caused damage estimatan, of Minnesota, and passed, to ascer- ed by Jumes I. Ford, treasurer of the
tain and report the increased cost of company, at $2,500,000, and upset plans
railrond fuel consumed during 1920, as for employing 800 men and women to
relieve the unemployment situation In
compared with 1919.
Two of the bills carrying approprla this city.
Boston Is said to have become the
tions to run the government during the
year beginning next July 1, reached greatest fishing port In the world with
that 122,226,060
the House and were given more than the announcement
the usual preliminary scrutiny becaurn pounds of ground f!sh had been
sf the announced Intention of Repuh brought there during 1920, shattering
'Jean leaders to cut government expen all records for the last thirty-twZit-tol- m
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and you. will bring out its
rich, satisfying flavor.

a Reason
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y

in place of coffee
Boil it a full fifteen minutes after boiling starts
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Wins Championships at International Live Stock Show.

those who
first asked

the druggist
for, and in-

sisted on

Splendid Exhibits, Both of Animals
and Grain, Won Admiration of

having, the

genuine
Golden
Medical

Judges and Spectators.

;

Ill

m YE

D

HONOR

One of the most Interesting sights
at the International Live Stock show
at Chicago was the evening parades
of horses and cattle. As the Canadian section of these parades came Into view, and as It passed around the
ring, there was continued applause.
There were two or three reasons for
this, the principal one being that In
this section there were the wonderful
Clydesdales, the Belgians and the
that had carried off championships and first prizes. The province
of Saskatchewan had a splendid display of Clydesdales and showed In a
number of classes, and In every class
they got In the money. A remarkable
and noted winning was that of the
University of Saskatchewan, showing
Per-chero-

"Lady Bruce," female Clydesdale, in
a class of 24 and taking second. In
competition there were entries from
such famous studs as Conyngham Bros,
of Wllkesbárre, P. L. James of Easton,
Mass., and George Chlett of the same
state. She was beaten by an Imported
mare, but was later made champion
Amerlran-bre-

d

mare

and

reserve

grand champion, an honor never before
conferred upon anything but an Imported animal.
The following are some of the good
thing? that Canada won at the International, In a fair fight and no favors.
Grand championship
for Clydesdale
stallions; championship for American-bre- d
Clydesdale mares; reserve senior
and reserve grand championships for
Clydesdale mares; grand championship for Southdown sheep ; sweepstakes
grand championship for wheat for the
continent of America; championship
for Durum wheat for America.
Another of the reasons for the applause given the" Canadian sections of

the parade was the heartiness with
which the American spirit was Imbued
that Impelled it to greet with the fullest appreciation the efforts of the winner, and the hundreds of Canadians In
the immense audience of the amphitheater appreciated It.
The purpose that Canada had In
making exhibits from their farms,
whether It was of live stock and they
had It there In all branches grains,
grasses or roots, was to demonstrate
that the war had not created devastation, that the country was alive with
Interest in the matter of production
and that It hnd ability to produce In a
manner that would bring It championships, and what better place than the
International, where It would be placed
before thousands, many of whom, with
the enlightenment thus gained and
with a desire to better their condition,
would be made to realize that in the
neighboring country to the north there
was an opportunity that It might be
of advantage to them to embrace.
Advertisement

Discovery
put up by
Dr. Pierce over fifty years
ago. Dress has changed very
much since then! But Dr. Fierce a
medicines contain the same dependable ingredients. They are
standard today just as they were
.
fifty years ago,
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery for the stomach and
blood cannot be surpassed by any,
remedy today.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescript
tion for weak women has never
been equalled for the distressing
complaints incident to woman
hood. What others say:
k

i

JoBDAir, Mo. "My health has great
ly improved since the nee of Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery and also the
'Favorite Prescription.' When I began
their use I only weighed 110. Could
not do my housework and could not be
about much. Had to sleep propped up
on pillows. Now I can lie down and
sleep on one pillow, can do my housework, washing and ironing, and feel
Just like a different person. I weigh 140
pounds." Mas. Maymb Teaquk.
Like and Unlike.
The death of Anders Zorn, the fa.
mous etcher, brought the talk round to
Whistler, and a Pittsburgh poet said:

"Whistler and Walter Slckert were

once printing etchings together. Slckert, stumbling, hnd the misfortune to
drop a copper plate.
"'How like you! said Whistler,
Icily.
"Hardly five minutes later Whistler,
usually the deftest, surest of men,
dropped' a copper plate himself. He
stooped and picked It up. Then he

murmured :
"'How unlike me!'"

.

A Total Loss.
"Why did you discharge your, new

clerk?"

"lie was too accommodating," said
the grocer."
"What?"
"lie kept opening canned goods to
show lady shoppers they were in a
fine state of preservation." Birmingham

Age-Heral-

Sure

Relief
6 Bell-an-s

Putting Her Foot in It
Hot
Irvln S. Cobb talked recently at
Relief
Greenwich Village about tact.
"Tact," he said, "Is a priceless and
IX-ANrare art, which sometimes gets us in
'
hot water when we try to practice
FOR INDIGESTION
Like the young Red Cross nurse.
"Meeting this young lady during the
war at a luncheon In Tours, I happened to remark ;
" 'I am looking round, you see.'
or If you need a hone or mule, or car
"'Oh, not so very, Mr. Cobb,' the load,
should attend our Opening Sale,
girl remonstrated, tact- Stock Show Week.
fully:"
DENVER HORSE & MULE CO.
Denver, Colo.
Union Stock Tarda
Its Kind.
"Some scientist now rises to rePARKER'S
mark that bees have a language of
BALSAM
HAIR
1 Raatoref Danoraf topa Hair Kail lad
their own."
mm
imiiiui
I
to Gray and Faded Hairf
"I bet they use It chiefly to make
9w - I Buty
sue. ana 91 uuai JTonrifia
stinging remarks."

water
Sure

;E

it

S

Anyone Having Horses
or Mules to Sell

kind-hearte- d

B
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Is a word
Destruction
grows on dunghills.

that only

HINDERCORNS

ftmovN Onnn, Cat
II pain, cnsui-Ioumc te., atop
comfort to tb
feet, BtkM walking anr. 15a. by nail or at Drug
Hfoox Cbaailcai Work, Fatofaow. M. 1.
J

fit.

Kill That Cold With
If

CASCARA
for

Coldi, Canias

p

VS.

QUININE

yvsHPv

TOMV

AND

Grippa

La

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours Relieves
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headache
Quinina in this form does not affect the head Cascara is best Tonic
Laxativa No Opiate in Hill's.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

IT

Why Are Skin Diseases
So Difficult to Overcome?
When your skin breaks out with
itching eruptions, tetter, rash, eczema, psoryasis, or other terrifying
disorders, temporary relief will do
you but little good, for soon all the
itching' and irritation breaks out
afresh with renewed fury, and you
soon realize that local remedies
such as ointments, Balves and similar treatment wiU never rid you of
your trouble.
These troubles originate in the
blood, and if vou ex Dec t real sub- -

stantial relief you must treat them
through the blood.
The best remedy for this purpose
is S.S.S, the fine old blood remedy
that purifies the blood of disease
germs, and thus restores the skin
to a normal and healthy condition.
Begin taking- S.S.S. today, and
write a complete history of your
case, and our medical director will
give you expert advice without
charge. Address Chief Medical Adviser, 161' Swift Laboratory, At.
lanta. Ga.
-
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Announcements

.

We are authorized to announce
the name of V. V. Caria as a candidate for tha office of Constable
of Presinct No 22 for the election
to be he'd Jan. 10th 1921.

SPECIAL-WEDNESDA-

b iHL Uld Year is going by we
wish to thank you for your liberal

CREAM PUFFS

patronage during 1920 and we trust
that 1921 will be a very Prosperous
year and crowhyou with Success, Health
and Happiness.

authorized to announce
the name of F. II. Foster for the
office cf JuEtice of the Peace of
paecinct No.22 subject to the
election of January 10th.
We are

Bread-Pies-Cakes-Pas-
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1

What Jo you
think of those

I
I

f

smart little

I

J

1

I

"MAXWELLS"
Ask the man who owns one.
Free booklet cn r;qucst.

!

We are Drepared to serve you with

I

I

GOODYEAR TIRES
FORD PARTS
FREE BATTERY SERVICE
&

HAVE á Baker who can and does bake all
kinds of Bread, Pies, Cakes and Pastries.

out.
We

.

R. P. Shaya Co.

j
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m
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We are selling Solan flouro at $1.00 per hundred.

SCHOOL ITEMS

Third Grade
Monday's enrollment in the
third and fourth grades was 21.

THE. UNIVERSAL CAR

Mary Lee Hill is still on the
"i.'.ied from school" list.

The Ford Model T One Ton Truck was the
e
first low price truck to carry the
mechanism
delivering
tremendous
power
that
had previously been an exclusive feature with
high priced motor trucks. In the Ford Truck,
of manganese
e
however, you get the
and
in
strength
absolute
bronze material,
low
a
delivery'of
very
power, at
positive in the
many
the
in
price. Come
and let us point out
superior merits of the Ford One Ton Truck,
because you need one in your work. We give
prompt and efficient repair service.
worm-driv-

Fair view Pharmacy

Lee Kennard was absent fror.i
school' Monday.

The Roy Drug Store

worm-driv-

Harold Ames is on the sick
list this week.
The third grade was divided
into two classes Monday. Those
pup!.? who remained in the A
class are: Harold Ames, Ginvis
Gilstrap, Thelma Bebout, Lora
Plumlee and Josefita Martinez.
The others, Cleo Coldiron, Alvin
Farley, Thelma Farley, Lee Kennard and Beulah Gibson, are B
folks. We hope thev will pass
over B and make it "Busy".
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Drugs, Patent and Proprietory Medicene9
Perfumes, Toilet Articles and Stationary
Flashlights and Baiteries, Candies, Cigare
and Tobaccos, Okeh Records, Kodaks and
Eastman Supplies.
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Mildred Gunn
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F.N. Coldiron.
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Mis3 Nira Nutter who spent
the Holidays with the home folks
here hrs returned to her position
as teacher In the Dawson public

Jim Loyd pf Mosquero was
business visitor in Roy
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NOW

Is the time to buy Lots in

MMosquero!!
I have just opened up araw of lots on the coming main street of town.
Will sell on term3 to suit the purchaser. Writs or cill on me

Ed. McNeil,

Mosquero, N. M.

Bv Charles Sughroe
C
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office

Can furnish Clerk

Rat Breeds G to 10 Times a
Year, Averaging Ten Young
to a Litter.
Remember this, act as soon as
you see the first rat. Get a pkg.
of
It's a sure rat
and mice destroyer. It's convenient, comes in cake form, no
mixing.
Mummifies i'at after
killing leaves no smell. Cats
or dog1? won't touch it. Three
A
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office.

LOST-Betwe- en.

ab-cn-
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LIVE STOCK AND
FARM SALES A
A SPECIALTY

YOUR SALES
Mills,
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Dunlcp,
AUCTIONEER

I am prepared to auctioneer

DOLLAR
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Col. R.

Mr. FARMER & STOCKMAN

Make dates at the

REWARD
FOU SALE
The Il.'gh School pupils veiv
Abbott and
4)0
near Mosquero. Will
'itera in the seventh nd eighth sell fcraires
Solano Go!d lecket tnd Chain
taken
per
acre
if
$25.00
kvade room Monday.
at once. 130 acres in wheat and Three Dollao Reward return to
Mrs. P P Blake Solonc N.M.
gres at this price.
all
grade
The seventh and eighth
if interested.
See the
pup':. ave enjoyed a week's vacation, and are Lac!; ar.d hard a1
Mrs. Harry Evans left for wesOne Sm'.ti
I'or Sale or Trad" four-ayevvk today.
Oklahoma last Tues. havin
tern
with
called
there by the illntss
been
Good cab ant
Nellie Mitchell- is back ir. a anemias cn.
n
orc
of
lier father. Harry is batching
:t:odv. W.ll tal.c used
fcIiooi, after a week's absence.
n trade. Call II.. F. Brown. a" present and seems to de erjo-- 3
French, N. M.
ing it.
t
A number of pupils were
Monday from the seventh
northeast
of
McDaniels
M.
J.
j'.nd eighth grade room.
Mr. T. O. Scott was a pleasr-.i- t
of here was in Roy Monday
our
office last Frinsitor at the
transacting business w.th
Prof. Gcarhcart taught Mrs. merchants.
,
day.
Eanrcn'o room Monday.
c.

P.M. All present report a

school i.

Proprietor
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Martinez and receive reward.

Mrs.F.S. Brown was hostess to
the members O. E. S. clu-- Tues-

the latest Magazines and daily papers

t.rms J.E Busey Co. write or see

one pair of
return 'to D.

.

Edna Pendleton ha;; gone to
the parochial school to find
warmer quartern.
Dr. M. D. Gibbs,
There were no third and
fourth grade items last week,
but we are sure that we all enjoyed our vacation so much that
we are willing to make up for
I will sell my entire ranch con"
L. W. Wilson and his son Allost time. We had to think about
our Christmas tree and treats vin were in town Monday on sisting of 2200 acres at $15 per
which we had in school the week some business matters.
acre or will sell any part of
before.
my farming land at $20 per acre
one
half cash an, terms to suh
Grades
Seventh and Eighth
Takeout a EeLavale Cream
purchaser on the balance
the
free for two
Mrs. Hanron was ah sent from Separator and liy it

Torm-t.-TrucI-

Martinez' ranch, one white
sack containing one pair of shoes
M.
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Hot Drinks in season.

Established 1908

school Monday on account of week ?. Easy
sickness.

Between Roy and D.

LOST
M.

most enjoyable affair.

Soda Fountain

NeWS StandjAll
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Henry Liebert of Mills was in
town the first of the week on
business.

mackinaw,
gloves. Finder

on "the

Earl Carver is on the sick list
this week.

y.

day

All the Popular Drinks and Ices.

Ry neldo Anderson
sick list this week.
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Glenn Swaim is back in school

again.

BECK
MOTOR CO.

rear-o-
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IDEAL BAKERY AND
CONFECTIONERY

i jf

have with us yet, however,
few who can see no good
n
for subscribing to their
.home-tow- n
paper when their
neighbor appears willing-enougto loan his. They are few now,
:.i compared with, former years,
but even one in an entire community is a nuisance. Of course
the subscriber is net going to
ow his displeasure when ap-- i
reached by the borrower. He's
too much of a gentleman for
that. .But if the borrower had
some means of reading the mind
of the man whose paper he is
borrowing we feel sure he would
either subscribe in a hurry or
learn to do without it altogether.
We don't believe there is a
man in this community so poor
but he can find a good investment in a subscription to his
home paper. If there is, and he
feels he must have the paper to
bo happy, we'll meet him more
than half-waWe'll do most
anything to discourage borrowing, which, after all, usually
winds up in hard feelings among
neighbors' and brings about a
spirit that is not helpful to the
community at large.
a,
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Mus(ucro, X. M.
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tries

PATRONIZE'HOME INDUSTRY-INSI- ST
BREAD MADE IN ROY

complete lines of Groceries, Dry Goods
and everything your family needs at
prices that are competition proof.

Pioneer Garage

-

Come in and see, we bake daily, and if we are not
baking what you want, we will bake it. We solicit
your orders for Pastries and we mike a specialty of
baking Cakes for Parties. Weddings, etc.
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There was a time, and hut a
ittle while aeo. when iohs wpw
few and money a good deal harder to get than it is now. Then
there was an excuse, but a slight
one, for borrowing. There was
a time, too, when Roy possessed
as many chronic borrowers as
any other town of its size in the
country. But an era of prosperity came, and people soon learned that it is far better to buv
than borrow, or even to go with-

AND SATURDAYS

YS

THE CHRONIC BORROWER

Newspaper Union

gflj

RAT-SNA-

P.

sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.

FOR SALEA complete paint
consisting of paints,
outfit,
brushes, easel and in fact everything needed to become a first
class painter. See E. B. Branch.

The Only Good Gossip Is a Dead Om

